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Aggressive justice procedures a detriment to all.

University of Maine VETS Office gives
support, community to veterans

The newly renovated Memorial Room in the Memorial Union was revealed on Monday, Nov. 9 to kick off Veteran’s Week celebrations.

Anthony Panciocco
Editor-In-Chief
“I woke up and one of the
squad leaders in my platoon
was calling out, ‘hey, you
alright?’ I told him I was alright and we could continue
mission. He yelled back, ‘no
dumba--, look out your window.’ I looked out and there’s
my rear axle.”

Thomas Hayden was
driving a Husky, a one-man
armored vehicle. The Husky was deployed in front of
convoys in order to probe
the route for roadside bombs
when Hayden was knocked
unconscious by an explosion
that impacted the rear end of
his vehicle, ejecting his rear
axle.
It’s been a long journey

for Hayden, who served five
years in the Army and is currently in his third year with
the National Guard. He is
now “somewhere between a
sophomore and junior” at the
University of Maine studying international affairs with
a minor in security.
Matthew Murphy, an
Army sniper and current
president of the Student Vet-

erans Association, had finished his degree in classical
theater when he felt the call
to serve his country at the
height of the war in Iraq. To
him, serving was more than
simply a choice he made.
“I have a lot of friends
and family that served, so
I just felt a compulsion to
serve,” Murphy said. “It was
an obligation, an inner drive

UMaine law students help
amend juvenile shackling law
Sam Shepherd
News Editor
On Oct. 19, the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court
ratified an amendment that
would make it illegal to use
physical restraints on juvenile offenders in the courtroom, unless it is necessary
or priorly ordered by the
court.
This is good news for a
group of student attorney’s
at the University of Maine
School of Law, who worked
tirelessly to change the use
of shackling in juvenile
cases. Starting in the summer of 2013, student attorneys at the Juvenile Justice
Clinic, a clinic of the UMaine School of Law, started
their campaign to end “indiscriminate shackling.”
The Juvenile Justice
Clinic offers student attorneys hands-on work in
a number of areas in juvenile policy. Student attorneys will serve as juvenile
defenders or Guardians ad
litem, a person the court appoints to represent the best
interests of the child in a
number of legal settings.
“[Some of] my work was
focused on bigger policy
issues surrounding the just
and fair administration of
juvenile proceedings and
Tuesday
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overall treatment of juveniles in courts,” Betsy
Boardman, a student attorney at the Juvenile Justice
Clinic, said. “Duties as a
student attorney included
meeting with clients, writing motions and other court
documents, and representing clients in court proceedings.”
This issue was addressed
by 17-year-old Skye Gosselin, of Waterboro, in a
Kennebec Journal column

was shackled after she violated her probation by skipping school.
“I felt as if everyone
looked at me as if I were
some crazed criminal or an
animal, not what I really
was, a 12-year-old child,”
Gosselin wrote. “The dehumanizing
experience
shaped not only how others
saw me, but how I saw myself for many years.”
Boardman said that the
bravery shown by Gosselin

“There were a number of hard-fought
victories and frustrating setbacks along the
way, but our students perservered.”
Christopher Northrop
Professor, University of Maine School of Law

on May 2.
“I strongly believe a law
that says the handcuffing
and shackling of juveniles
in the courtroom is a bad
idea unless it is absolutely
necessary,” Gosselin wrote.
Gosselin appeared in
court when she was 12 years
old for a disorderly conduct
charge. When she arrived at
the courthouse, she was put
in handcuffs and shackles.
Again, two years later, she
Wednesday
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in telling her story publicly, along with other factors,
helped the passing of the
amendment
“The effort to end indiscriminate juvenile shackling had supporters from
all areas including psychologists, defense attorneys,
and, as was the case with
Skye, juveniles who had
been detrimentally affected by the use of shackles in
court,” Boardman said. “I
Thursday
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do think that hearing a real
life account from a 16 year
old and how the experience
still haunts her today was
very powerful.”
Prior legislation in the
area was vetoed by Gov.
Paul LePage, but in this
new amendment, the goal
was reached. Professor
Christopher Northrop, who
oversees the Juvenile Justice Clinic, was proud of
his student attorney’s follow-through despite a number of setbacks.
“There were a number of
hard-fought victories and
frustrating setbacks along
the way, but our students
persevered,”
Northrop
said in a Nov. 10 press release. “They set out with a
comprehensive agenda to
change the culture around
shackling children, and that
is exactly what they have
achieved.”
While the new law prevents arbitrary use of shackles on juveniles, shackling
will still be used in extraordinary circumstances.
The amendment states that
shackles will be used if the
present or past behavior of
the juvenile presents a reason to believe they would
be violent in the courtroom.
The amendment became
effective on Nov. 1.
Friday
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Maggie Gautrau, Contributor

that I had to do my part.”
For the first time in University of Maine history,
classes were cancelled on
Veterans day to honor the
men and women that have
served our country. These
veterans come from varying
backgrounds, but find solace
in the UMaine community
and in their corner of campus, the Vets office.

The “Emotional Gamut of
War”
“No matter what, you
don’t stop being human,”
Hayden said. “You go
through some pretty s---- times and you lose some
close friends, but at the
same time, you’re human,
and you’re there for a year.
See Veterans on A9

ISIS attacks in
Paris put the
world on edge
Sam Shepherd and
Allyson Eslin
News and Opinion Editors

On Friday, Nov. 13, eight
extremists in three teams carried out attacks on six sites in
France. Just over 130 are confirmed dead, with more than
300 reported injured in the
French capital of Paris. ISIS,
also known as the Islamic State
of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL),
has since claimed responsibility for the attacks, and promised
additional action against a number of the world’s most bustling
cities in the coming weeks.
These strikes were preceded
by bombings in Lebanon’s capital city of Beirut. ISIS has also
claimed responsibility for these
assaults as well. In two attacks
by suicide bombers the day prior to the carnage in Paris, more
than 40 were killed and almost
200 injured in Beirut.
The first attack was a series of explosions just outside
of the Stade de France, an
81,000-seat soccer stadium that
houses Paris Saint-Germain,
the country’s best soccer team.
The first explosion, according
to the Wall Street Journal, came
shortly after security stopped a
man wearing an explosive belt
from entering a soccer match
between France and Germany.
Saturday
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The bomber then stepped back
and detonated the explosives,
killing himself and one other
bystander. Two other bombs
were detonated, one at another
entrance to the stadium, and one
at a nearby fast-food restaurant.
The most casualties came
at the Bataclan theater, where
a concert put on by the band
Eagles of Death Metal was taking place. At least 89 have been
confirmed dead, with nearly
100 others critically injured.
The onslaught began when
three men, dressed in black, began shooting into the crowd and
then systematically executing
the wounded.
An additional attack occurred when one man opened
fire on a restaurant in Little
Cambodia, killing 15 and injuring another 15. Another bar and
restaurant were attacked with no
reported casualties.
According to BBC News,
one of the attackers has been
identified
as
29-year-old
Frenchmen Ismail Mostefai.
Mostefai has a criminal record,
but has never been jailed. He
was, however, flagged as a possible extremist.
CIA officials say that there
is no immediate threat to the
United States, though they are
closely monitoring the events
unfolding overseas.

Sunday
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Spanish table offers international and local
students the opportunity to flex vocabulary
Sydney DuEst
News Editor
Every Thursday from 12
p.m. to 1 p.m. the Spanish
Department at the University of Maine hosts a table
where students, faculty and
members of the Orono community can discuss topics in
Spanish. The Spanish language table meets in 207
Little Hall in the lounge. The
topics range from current
events to politics and travel.
Discussions about any topic
are encouraged.
Faculty members Maria Sandweiss and Carlos
Villacorta, attend and lead
discussions at most of the
Spanish lunches. At the table
there is a mix of students and

members of the Orono community as well. The goal of
having the Spanish table is
to encourage people to use
their Spanish outside of the
classroom and to learn new
words and culture from other
people in attendance.
The Spanish table would
like to see more students
from the university in attendance. The table encourages
speakers of all levels. One
student in particular, Ana
Bourasseau, came to UMaine from Puerto Rico to study
financial economics.
“I like everything about
UMaine. I came here because
I wanted something different
and wanted to leave Puerto
Rico,” Bourasseau said .
The attendees at the ta-

ble agree that they hope to
see more involvement from
UMaine to create a partnership between international
students and UMaine stu-

students to learn about the
diverse international student
body.
“Sometimes we have people speaking from all over

“I like everything about UMaine. I came
here because I wanted something different
and wanted to leave Puerto Rico.”
Ana Bourasseau
University of Maine student

dents. Events such as Culturefest and the International
Dance Festival are important to the international culture on campus and it give
the opportunity for UMaine

the world, or scholars who
can explain their research in
the world and about their cultures,” Sandweiss said.
The table mentioned an
annual lecture series that

takes place in Bangor during
Hispanic History Month. The
University of Maine College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences
partnered with Centro Hispano to host this event on
campus for the first time this
year from Sep. 15 to Oct. 15
in Arthur St. John Hill Auditorium. The speakers talked
about poetry, history, politics
and many other topics.
The Department of Modern Languages and Classics
also hosts lunches for French
and German speakers during
the week. The department
hosts many international
events through the semester
such as potluck dinners and
film series.
“For an international person to be at the university or

to live near the university,
it’s a great opportunity to
see international movies or
to participate in the talks,”
Sandweiss said.
Sandweiss teaches beginning, intermediate and advanced level Spanish courses
at UMaine and also serves as
the Faculty Advisor of the
Spanish Club.
Other opportunities to
reach out to international students include conversation
partners sponsored by the
Intensive English Institute
at UMaine. English speaking students are partnered
with international students
to improve their English and
answer any questions the student may have about American culture.
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Student a capella group Mainely Voices kicked off the the Veterans Day Luncheon in the Lown Room on Friday, Nov. 13. The event featured guest speaker
Major Adria O. Horn, the director of The Maine Bureau of Veteran’s Services. This event was the final event in the University of Maine’s Veterans Week.

Artwalk attracts
students to
Downtown Bangor
Hannah Chambers
Staff Writer
The final Downtown
Bangor Arts Collaborative
(DBAC) Artwalk of the
year was held Friday, Nov.
13. The walk involved 23
downtown locations, live
music and the creation of
a community mural.
“The main thing that
happens during the Artwalk that doesn’t happen
during other times is that
the art studios are open,”
Aaron Pyle, the museum
technician at the University of Maine Museum of
Art, said.
Pyle explained that
although the Bangor art
community is open to explore year -round, the actual art studios are only
open to the public during
the four Artwalks that are
held each year.
Despite the unique opportunity to look inside
the studios, Pyle said that
many UMaine students
don’t come downtown for
the event.
“A lot of university students don’t get downtown
because they’re intimidated by traffic or driving
down here,” Pyle said.
“But, events that put all of
the artists in one night are
good for students.”
Lorin Martens, a thirdyear studio art student
at UMaine, attended the

event with a group of
friends who share an interest in art. She was expecting to see more students. Martens noted that
she would like to see an
increase in student involvement in the next Artwalk.
“I’ve been a part of

“The walk is still
growing. Bangor
is still growing. We
need young people
to help it survive.”
Annette Dodd
co-owner,
Rock and Art Shop

the Portland Art Walk before,” Martens said. “If
the opportunity was to
arise, I would love to be
a part of the Bangor Artwalk.”
Members of the Bangor
art community seem to
agree that getting UMaine
students involved would
be beneficial.
“I think the Artwalks
could only benefit from
having more UMaine students,” Annette Dodd,

Police
Beat

co-owner of the Rock and
Art Shop, said. “The walk
is still growing. Bangor
is still growing. We need
young people to help it
survive.”
The Rock and Art Shop
was one of the stops in the
Artwalk, and exhibited
the work of a variety of
artists.
One of the featured artists, Hillary Gocze, who
is also an employee at the
shop, said that college students should be involved
in the art community.
“I think it’s important
for them to be in the art
scene,” Gocze said. “To
get ideas and guidance.”
Gocze was joined by
her friend, Allison Potash, a fourth-year UMaine
student who attended to
support Gocze and take a
look at the art the community has to offer. Although
Potash is not an art student, she enjoys attending
the Artwalks.
“There was free pizza
at the last Artwalk, so I
decided another one was a
good idea,” Potash joked.
“I like how many little
kids I see out at these
things. It’s great.”
To learn more about the
Downtown Bangor Arts
Collaborative, or to sign
up to participate or volunteer in the next Artwalk,
visit the DBAC website.

UMPD

Sam Shepherd
News Editor
Nov. 6
5:30 p.m. - Marking your
territory
University of Maine Police Department (UMPD) responded to a report of criminal mischief in the York
parking lot. A subject said
that her car was vandalized,
referencing a three-foot long

line made with a black permanent marker. The officer
told her that she could attempt to clean the line off. A
report was filed as an insurance precaution.
Nov. 7
12:27 a.m. - St. George’s
Finest

Vegan student group
gains preliminary
recognition from GSS
Marcella Cheviot
Contributor
One of the University of
Maine’s newest organizations is working hard to bring
change to the campus’ food situation. The Vegan Empowerment and Education Coalition
(VEE) received preliminary
recognition from the General
Student Senate earlier in the
semester.
Before they became a recognized organization, they
were meeting with UMaine’s
administration to discuss ways
in which Dining Services
could better meet the needs of
vegans on campus.
“Vegan Education and
Empowerment is focused on
growing the vegan and vegetarian communities at the
University of Maine with an
emphasis on raising awareness, education, outreach and
access for the entire UMaine
Community,” Connor Scott,
the Treasurer of VEE, said.
The organization is the
brain-child of Brooke Hoyle
and her sister Audrey Hoyle.
According to Brooke Hoyle,
they created VEE in order

Caron, of St. George, were
summonsed for possession
of alcohol by a minor. All in
the room were referred to Judicial Affairs (JA.)
Nov. 9
3:08 p.m. - Bicycle bandit

The best from UMaine’s finest

UMPD officers responded to a resident assistant
(RA) report of underaged
drinking in Oxford Hall. In
the room, the officer made
contact with six subjects and
found a number of beer cans.
All admitted to drinking.
The room resident, Derek
Seoul, a first-year student,
and non-student Benjamin

Sze Wing Wong, Contributor

A theft was reported at
York Hall after a subject
claimed her bike was stolen.
The subject said the bike
was placed in the bike rack
on Nov. 7 and when she returned it was gone. The bike
was valued at $200. There
are no suspects and the matter is under investigation.
Nov. 10
2:43 p.m. - Blanket burglar
A theft was reported at

to “meet fellow students and
community members that
were vegan or looking to become vegan.”
“We wanted fellowship,”
Brooke Hoyle said. “And also

“We wanted fellowship. And also
support to be able
to spread a message of compassion
and peace through
action.”
Brooke Hoyle
co-president,
Vegan Empowerment
and Education Coalition

support to be able to spread a
message of compassion and
peace through action.”
VEE has both short term
and long term goals that they
hope to achieve. One of their
long term goals is to bring
more vegan options to campus
dining.

“We’ve been working
closely with Dining Services
to share our ideas and they
have been met with positive
response,” Brooke Hoyle said.
VEE hopes to encourage Dining Services to bring in more
local options as well.
While VEE has already
started meeting with administration to discuss how to bring
about change, they have also
started working on shorter
term goals. The members of
VEE volunteer at Peace Ridge,
an animal sanctuary for abused
and neglected animals, on Saturdays. They have also been
working to create pamphlets
and other educational material
for interested students.
VEE is open to undergraduates, graduate students, faculty and community members.
Anyone who is interested in
joining can contact either of
the co-presidents, or other officers to learn more about VEE,
their meeting times and volunteer opportunities.
Audrey Hoyle and Brooke
Hoyle are the co-presidents
of VEE. Tyler Cote is the
vice-president and Connor
Scott is the treasurer.

York Hall after a subject left
her laundry in the laundry
room overnight. When she
returned the next day, the
laundry was placed on a table. The subject reported that
a blanket, valued at $100,
was stolen. There are no suspects and the matter is under
investigation.

license had been suspended
since Oct. 20, 2014. Alrahim
was under the impression
that his license was reinstated. He was summonsed for
operating a vehicle after suspension.

Nov. 11
10:42 p.m. - Problematic
plates

A UMPD officer responded to a complaint of marijuana use in the woods behind
the Hilltop Parking Lot. The
subjects were identified as
Richard Klatt and Bryan
Kemberling, both first-year
students. The two submitted
paraphernalia and a small
amount of marijuana. Both
were summonsed for possession of marijuana and referred to JA.

UMPD conducted a traffic stop after observing a
subject running a stop sign.
The suspect was identified as
Yousef Alrahim, 27, of Orono. After running the car’s
plates through dispatch, it
was found to be unregistered. Adding to those offenses, Alrahim’s driver’s

11:08 p.m. - Temper tantrum
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Weekly Updates

This Week in Student Government
Weekly recap of decisions made by the UMaine Student Government General Student Senate

Mary-Celeste Floreani
Contributor
Student Senate debates
Spring Break change
Vice President of Student
Organizations Kevin Bois addressed General Student Senate on Nov. 10 regarding plans
to split spring break into two
separate weeks to align with
other campuses in the University of Maine System.
Bois planned his testimony, which will be delivered
this upcoming Monday for
criticism and input from the
Student Senate. Citing a poll
administered to students, only

2 percent of the student body
supports the change.
The change, which would
take one week from spring
break and add a week to winter break, was proposed with
the idea that it would align all
the campuses in the UMaine
system as well as make winter
break more conducive to the
new “Winter Sessions” academic session.
The planned changes came
under fire from the Student
Senate as senators brought up
that both the Honors College
and Alternative Breaks have
programs which rely on a twoweek spring break.
Bois will attend a meeting

of the University Board of
Trustees in Augusta on Monday, Nov. 16, to voice
the dissenting student opinion
and argue

against the schedule change.
Allocations
The Caribbe-

an Club received $500 for their
Island Flavor Social.
Student Heritage Alliance
Council received $800 for International Thanksgiving.
South Asian Association of
Maine received $335 for facility rental, food, tablecloths and
decorations.
Improv Insanity received
$278 for motor pool and registration fees.
Kappa Kappa Psi received
$2,475 for a new trailer, wood
shelving and decals.
The International Affairs
Association received $1,880
for registration fees for their
annual Model United Nations
meet at McGill University in

Canada.
Operation
H.E.A.R.T.S.
received $2,300 for housing,
a motor pool and materials for
their service trip to Buffalo,
N.Y.
Nursing International received $1,800 for airfare for
their annual service trip to Panama.
UMaine’s chapter of American Society of Civil Engineers
received $2,800 for construction, and mix materials and a
van rental. The van rental will
allow the group to compete in
the annual “Concrete Canoe”
civil engineering contest at
Wentworth Institute for Technology.

The World
This Week
Nov. 13 - German police said that seven bodies of infants were
found in an apartment in Wallenfels, near the Czech border. Forensics experts are still working on the bodies to determine cause of
death.
Nov. 14 - Donald Trump said during a campaign stop in Texas on
Saturday that Paris’ strict gun control laws had a hand in the carnage
from Friday’s attacks. He also used the attacks to warn Americans of
Syrian immigrants.
Nov. 15 - French bomber jets have destroyed two sites in Raqqa, Syria that are linked to ISIS. This is a direct retaliation for Friday’s attacks.
French president Francois Hollande called the attacks an “act of
war” during a television address.
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Quick news from around the
University of Maine System

Sam Shepherd
News Editor
UMaine researchers disease (ESD), and is
study lobster shells to caused by a bacteria that
protect the industry
breaks down the outer
shell of the lobster. This
Samuel Belknap, an disease stymies populaanthropology and envi- tions and reproduction.
ronmental policy stu“Since hard-shells are
dent, heard of a shell the most sought after by
disease affecting the restaurants locally and
hard-shell lobsters in because hard-shell lobMaine and immediate- sters can be shipped all
ly took action to save over the world, any disMaine’s lobster industry. ease that impacts them
The shell disease is will have significant
called epizootic shell economic impacts for
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fishermen and the state,”
Belknap told UMaine
News.
Climate change is
flagged as a possible
reason for the outbreak
of ESD. Researchers
are hopeful their project
will provide solutions to
managing lobster fisheries.
Military Landmark
Unveiled in Portland
for Veterans Day

Gov. Paul LePage and
first lady Ann LePage
were in attendance in
Portland as the Easter
Seals Maine Heroes Wall
was unveiled on Nov. 10.
The wall is located in the
Old Port district on Dimillo’s Boardwalk.
“We hope to grow this
wall and expand it all the
way down the Dimillo’s
Boardwalk,”
Gimbala
Sankare, Veterans Count
Board Chair and former
veteran, said. “Maine is
known for supporting it’s
veterans, and we want to
show how proud we are
of every person that has
served.”
Representatives from
Subway
presented
a
check to Easter Seals

for $50,000 to help their
military and veteran service programs.
Members of the public
can purchase tiles with a
service member ’s name
and picture and add it to
the wall. Fifty percent of
the purchases will benefit Easter Seals’ services.
UMaine student protecting reefs in Antigua
and Barbuda
Ruleo Camacho, a
dual master ’s student in
marine biology and marine policy at the Darling Marine Center has
returned to Antigua and
Barbuda to help the coral
reefs of his native country.
“My aim was to ex-

plore an alternative form
of reef management to
try to [promote] positive
health on the reef system,” Camacho told The
Daily Observer.
Since the summer
of 2014, Camacho has
been in the island nation
working with fisherman
in Falmouth and English
Harbour.
His crowning achievement so far
is that he created a reserve run by fisherman.
The fisherman agreed
not to fish there, as that
is where research is happening.
Camacho’s
work
earned him the Young
Investigator Award at
the Ninth Florida State
University Symposium
in Sarasota, Fla.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Aggressive justice procedure a detriment to all

Though adult Mainers
have long been afforded the
right to unimpeded movement during their trials,
it took several years and
some ambitious University
of Maine Law students to
achieve the same right for
Maine children.
As of Nov. 1, Maine minors will no longer be subjected to the overzealous use
of shackles and chains for
small-time, non-violent offenses. In fact, it will require
a specific order by the judge
to use restraints at all.

And though it’s only a
drop in the figurative bucket,
the decision is progress in a
broader, more meaningful
sense as well.
The United States has a
long history of worrisome
all-or-nothing
policing.
Mandatory minimums are
just one of countless policies that demonstrate little
sympathy for those who
stand accused, even when
the crimes they are charged
with have caused no serious
injury to other individuals or
their property.

These measures, put
forward by well-meaning
-though misguided-public
officials, cultivate a violently
insensitive culture with little
understanding or kindness
for anyone who commits a
crime — no matter how negligible its far-reaching effects
may be. By doing so, those
charged are dehumanized
and abused in nearly every
ring of the judicial process.
A society dedicated to
punishing even the minutest of offenses with strict,
unforgiving measures is not

Judging eating habits
creates a dangerous
double standard
Brooke Bailey
Staff Writer
During recent years,
Americans have become
much more aware of their
health. Health food stores
are booming, weight loss
tips are a top trend on Google and even infamous fast
food chains are aiming to
offer nutritious options. I
applaud anyone who puts in
the effort to eat healthy and
exercise more, as it can often be an inconvenient and
difficult task.
For the past couple of
years, I’ve strived to eat
healthy, exercise when I can
and drink plenty of water.
Though this lifestyle is difficult to maintain as a busy
college student, dealing with
the stereotypes glued to this
lifestyle can be even more
challenging.
Often when I go out to
eat, I’ll order a glass of water with lemon, and an entree that best fits my needs.
It could be salmon with veggies. Sometimes a specialty
salad. Or a grilled chicken
sandwich — wheat bread,
hold the cheese, please! My
friends will roll their eyes,
my sister will laugh as I explain my complicated order
to the waitress, and my boyfriend will encourage me to
get what I “really want.” But

this is what I want. Sure, my
colorful salad probably isn’t
as delicious as the gourmet
cheeseburger and french
fries would be, but that’s
okay with me.
The choices that we make
about our food should only
involve us. If I want to avoid
carbohydrates and dairy because they make me feel
sluggish and sleepy, I should
be able to do so without being made fun of. Don’t stereotype me as being “that
girl who orders a salad and
water” or “that girl who
won’t eat in front of guys.”
I want to be able to eat whatever I want, without justification. I love to eat nourishing food that will give me
energy and put me in a better
mood.
I’m not acting better than
anyone, and I surely don’t
care what foods anyone orders, healthy or not.
The same goes for losing
weight. I began this healthier lifestyle with the intent
to shed some pounds and
to feel better. People should
realize that it’s not a compliment when you tell me
that I am fine the way that I
am, and I don’t need to lose
weight. While it’s intended
as a friendly gesture, it’s
not your business. I am not
losing weight for you, so I
don’t need your opinion. I

am aiming to lose weight in
a healthy way, for me. We
all have our own images of
our body, and we should be
able to create whatever lifestyle best suits us. Of course
continuously counting my
daily macros, caloric intake
and water supply can be extremely stressful. Not worrying about what I eat and
how often I exercise would
be much easier, but it’s not
what I want. It takes hard
work to maintain a healthy
lifestyle especially as a college student, but it is the
lifestyle that I enjoy.
Society needs to eliminate this double standard of
healthy living. People are
often looked down upon if
all they consume is sugary
drinks and fatty foods, but
they’re also looked down
upon if they form healthy
lifestyles for themselves.
People can’t win. So some
simple advice to consider:
stop caring about what society thinks about your health
habits. Stop criticizing what
the people around you are
doing. If I want to be the girl
that only eats salad, let me.
If I want to lay in bed all day
and only consume potato
chips, let me. Be a vegetarian, be a couch potato, be a
gym rat, eat like a caveman;
be whatever makes you feel
good.
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a healthy society in any respect. Those advocating for
this treatment seek only to
raise themselves — to stand
superior above others who
have had unfortunate, though
understandable, errors of
judgement.
Thanks to these harsh
measures, small-time offenders — sent to prison
particularly often for low
level possession and distribution charges — are transformed by necessity and
circumstance into hardened
criminals. Such is the vice

of a system that struggles to
make use of humanity and
reason, instead implementing severe and authoritarian mandatory sentences for
trivial drug offenses in the
name of “fairness.”
It is not up to the authorities to dictate the moral
fabric of the country they
exist to serve and protect.
By shackling children and
“making an example” out
of misdemeanor-level criminals, that is precisely what
they are, consciously or unconsciously, doing. Making

an example of people without their permission — deterring further misbehavior
by unfairly treating those
who have already perpetrated a wrongdoing — is irresponsible and detestable.
The use of excessive force
is not limited to a physical
altercation. Though the alteration of Maine law to more
fairly treat young offenders
is a step in the right direction, it is only one small step
in the marathon the US must
run if it wishes to correct the
wrongs of its past.

The myth of Christmas:
Starbucks’ “holiday”
cups an insult to
Biblical authenticity
Alan Bennett
Culture Editor
It’s the most wonderful time
of the year, or at least it would
be, had Starbucks not ruined everything good that comes along
with Christmas.
By now you most likely
know Starbucks has removed
patterns and images from its famous red holiday cups, a move
that has prompted a vicious online response from some Christians saying the coffee chain
has fundamentally uprooted
the meaning of Christmas. The
hashtag #MerryChristmasStarbucks continues to trend on
Twitter, and the sentiment has
been echoed in in Starbucks locations across the U.S. as angry
patrons have passive-aggressively given the hashtag to baristas when asked for their names.
It’s easy to understand the
frustration with the coffee giant’s
move to minimize their cups —
taking away the adornments on
the cups devalues the authenticity of the Christmas story.
Without snowflakes and sleigh
bells, Santa busts and spruce
trees, there can be no accurate
depiction of Jesus’ birth (the true
reason Christmas is celebrated).
This belief is maintained by
those in protest despite over-

whelming analysis which indicates Christ was born in the summer — in Bethlehem, of what
is now Palestine, no less — in
which snow would not fall, and
where spruce trees do not grow.
A false culture of Christmas
has been created and upheld by
those who claim to be Christians, but who fail to recognize
the fallacies in their beliefs. This
season, instead of donating to the
poor or feeding the hungry, those
who express anger at Starbucks
are instead marching to its stores,
spending egregious amounts
of money on ill-sourced coffee,
shaming innocent workers and
taking pictures and posting them,
encouraging other like-minded
individuals to do the same.
Presidential candidate Donald Trump has gone so far as to
suggest a boycott of Starbucks.
However unlikely this may be,
the question begs to be asked:
How can any true Christian have
the peace of mind knowing that,
if thousands of workers don’t
receive paychecks this holiday
season because of a boycott,
at least Christ will be kept in
Christmas?
Starbucks should be applauded for its new design. Instead of
continuing to perpetuate the false
ideology of Christmas, Starbucks now allows its customers

to remember what Christmas is
actually about, and what it is to
truly be a Christian. Christmas
is not about Santa and it is not
about snowflakes. It is about
being good to others, treating
each other with respect and dignity, and reconnecting with good
faith.
The recent events in Paris,
Beirut, Baghdad and elsewhere
prove the senselessness in this
discussion. The “war” on Christmas, as some Christians are
calling the movement toward an
increasingly non-denominational retail industry, is in reality a
myth. The “myth” of Christmas
is the comfort found in a jolly
man who exploits child labor to
produce toys for other, “more deserving” children. The myth of
Christmas is the snowflake that
only allegedly falls until Dec. 25.
The myth of Christmas is that it
is the “season of giving,” when
most people just take, but don’t
give what is needed to those
who need it. It is inappropriate
to utilize the word “war” in discussing Christmas when people
around the world are fighting
and living in actual wars, feeling
actual pain and watching their
loved ones die. Meanwhile, in
America, we are arguing about a
coffee cup.
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Technology should not mean
the end of print references
Jordan Houdeshell
Head Copy Editor
In an age where many mediums are moving to an online setting, it is only logical
that dictionaries and other resources are more accessible
online. Because of this, students are not learning how to
properly use reference books
that were previously used
both at home and in school.
If you were to ask most
elementary or middle school
students to look something
up in a dictionary, they
would have no idea where
to start. The same goes for
looking up a phone number
in a phone book or a word in
a thesaurus. Instead of learning to use these reference
books, they have become accustomed to the ease of just
typing a word into Google
and finding everything they

could possibly need about it
and more. The age of technology most definitely makes
things more accessible, but it
should not be at the cost of
losing the old resources that
are still valuable today.
The generation we are a
part of was born during the
transition from print sources to online mediums. In
elementary school we still
had to look up our spelling
words in the dictionary to
find the part of speech, but
by the time most of us were
in high school, Google or
the Merriam-Webster online
dictionary had replaced print
dictionaries. There are many
times when the internet is a
much better source to find
things, but this does not mean
we should abandon previous
resources at the drop of a pin.
We now live in an age
where our children would

rather play video games on
the computer all day instead
of go outside and playing
with their friends. Many
young kids are more versatile in using computers than
their older counterparts, as
they have already spent so
much time on computers
than other generations did in
their youth.
However, it is not just the
younger generation is affected by this. Most people have
smartphones that they are
permanently attached to. Going just an hour without them
leaves people in a state of
confusion. Instead of reading
real books, people read them
on their electronic devices.
Print newspapers are not
nearly as popular as getting
the news online.
All this technology leaves
society in a place that is so
fast paced that instead of

catching up with someone
in person, it is just as easy
to read their last tweets or
Facebook posts to find out
what is going on in their
lives. Get-togethers aren’t
considered legitimate unless
at least one picture is posted
on Facebook or Instagram.
With more technology
comes a bigger movement
to leave the old ways in the
dust. It all starts with simple
things such as looking up a
word on Google instead of
in the dictionary, reading the
newspaper online instead of
in print, or looking up the
phone number of your favorite restaurant online instead of in the phone book.
While all these methods may
be more efficient, we should
still know how to use these
other resources effectively.
Because sometimes, they’re
still the better option.

Manners seemingly lost
in the modern world
Megan Shuman
Staff Writer
I’m going to be blunt:
where did that thing we used
to call “manners” go? Maybe it’s the large coffee I just
downed in attempt to finish
my online exam before it’s
due date, not the fact I just
got chewed out by a random
stranger on social media for
no reason that has me shaking. I’d like to think the first;
everyone knows we don’t
need any more stress on
our little college kid hearts.
What ever happened to the
professional working relationship, or even just being
polite?
It started with a pair
of traditional college girl
brown leather boots that
fell into disrepair. And by
disrepair I mean I could no
longer superglue the outside
sole on without it falling off.
In an effort to downsize I decided to sell a few items of
greater worth on Facebook
to try to make a little money
to replace my beloved boots.
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Shortly thereafter, I was
informed by a young lady
that I was petty, ignorant
and awful with people. Simply because I refused to
drive to her, who was out of
my range, for her six dollars
worth of used merchandise.
That she also proceeded to
insult the merchandise she
chose. I sincerely hope I am
not the only one who is confused.
Maybe it was my upbringing, but working with
the public, one sees this
rudeness more and more
— and I flinch every time
I see it happen. I’ve been
screeched at because the
restaurant I work at raised
the price of their breakfasts
this summer because of the
price hike on eggs. A thing I
have no control over.
When they nicknamed
this generation the “I” generation, they weren’t kidding. If it doesn’t serve the
individual, it’s wrong, immoral, selfish, discriminating — I could go on and on.
I don’t understand how

it’s happened either. If you
look at the generations before us and that genuine
gene just stops abruptly.
There is no in between. I
suppose you could blame the
parents, the decade, our environment or one of my all
time favorites — the media
— but that’s another issue.
We have to stop the blame.
Enough with the pointing
fingers. Trying to find the
cause, trying to name it, is
just playing along with that
not-so-fun little game. It’s
as though the moment something goes wrong, the pleases and thank yous leave, and
along come the profanity
and name calling. It’s my
way or the highway. Not
what I have, but what you
are lacking.
Perhaps we’re so busy
with our own lives, we forget about others. I do it. I get
mad at the barista who has
a line out the door but can’t
get my coffee fast enough.
But let’s face it, with 7 billion plus people on the planet, we probably should be

thinking about others once
in awhile. Everyone has a
story, you might just not be
able to read it.
Maybe it’s not a matter of
manners, as much as a matter of maturity. The maturity
to take the blame, to accept
what is and what cannot be.
Then to just try to understand the other position. It’s
hard to do. I’m not saying
I am innocent either — I
have done my share of finger pointing. And it’s an innate human response to get
defensive when one feels
threatened. But why are we
threatened? Especially over
such trivial things. If I bring
you shrimp after you’ve
told me you have a deadly
shrimp allergy, you have
every right to ream me out
as far as I’m concerned. But
when it’s because I didn’t
bring your refill at the drop
of a pin, I don’t think it’s
quite the response that is appropriate to the situation.
Now, if you’ll excuse me,
I have to go attempt to superglue my boots.

We’re hiring
writers!

Forget the
mirror and
find your
inner beauty
Eliza Jones
Staff Writer
I am a girl who, like
most girls, has spent her
life around mirrors. It has
always been a daily correspondence, this relationship
with mirrors. “Good morning,” one will usually say
to me when I first get up.
“Holy smokes, would you
check out those bags under
your eyes! You look like
crap.” Later, another mirror might say, “Your hair is
looking dry these days. Better wear it up to hide those
split ends.” When I’m trying
to get dressed for work or
for school or for fun, I hear,
“Those pants make your ass
look like the state of Texas.
That striped shirt is not doing you any favors. Green is
not your color, girl.”
These conversations with
mirrors, I suspect, are common among most women.
I’m afraid that most females
over the age of nine probably have intimate relationships with mirrors, too.
Some women may not have
mirrors as mean as mine,
but some women probably
have mirrors that are even
meaner. The catch is that my
mirrors are sometimes nice,
and when they are nice, they
are so nice that I’m willing
to forgive them for the mean
things they say. I always
come crawling back to my
mirrors.
But something sort of
cool happened when I moved
into my new apartment last
month. I didn’t bring my
big full length mirror with

me, the one that always had
something mean to say about
my outfits and my a--. This
mirror was maybe the meanest and the nicest of all my
mirrors. It really knew how
to charm me into believing
what it had to say. And it’s
not that I intentionally left
it behind when I moved —
I just kind of forgot it. I remembered it about a week
into my new place. I was
getting dressed for school
and all of a sudden I realized — oh my God. I have
no idea how I look! My ass
could look like Texas right
now and I wouldn’t know it.
I need my mirror! I panicked
and almost went back to my
house to get it that night after class. But I didn’t.
And I still haven’t. And
the startling thing is that one
month later, I don’t miss that
mirror at all. It feels amazing. I wear what I feel like
wearing and don’t dread
what that big-mouthed mirror has to say about my ass
or my clothes. It was hard at
first but now it is so easy. I
trust in myself and my choices and I carry myself with a
kind of confidence that is
new to me and refreshingly comfortable. For the first
time in my life I don’t really
give a damn about what mirrors have to say.
I highly recommend it.
Get rid of your full length
mirrors. Keep one small
mirror in your bathroom just
to make sure you don’t have
spinach in your teeth — but
get rid of the others. You’ll
feel so liberated, so powerful
and so wonderful.

THUMBS

UP
DOWN

18 13
Dog of Wisdom
Wisdom teeth
Ha ba Ha da
ba ba ba da
Moose Goose
Jesus
Christmas
Coffee Christ

To apply, send your resume to eic@mainecampus.com

That time Roger
Clemens threw a bat
at Mike Piazza
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Diversions
Across
1. Gambling word
5. Twangy, as a voice
10. Fly trap?
14. Croc’s home, maybe
15. Playground marble
16. Nabisco nibble
17. Fail to include
18. Mortise connection
19. Three, in a casino
20. Funny dynamic duo
23. Football’s Parseghian
24. Timeworn
25. Hindu disciplines
27. 1987 U.S. Open tennis
champ
29. Conscious
33. In the past
34. Item in a lock
36. The Crossed Harpoons, in “Moby Dick”
37. Bouillabaisse, e.g.
38. Magical dynamic duo
42. Highland hillside
43. Service charge
44. Go a-courting

Crossword

45. For each
46. Make recompense
48. Shiver-inducing
52. Oversentimental
54. China’s Zhou En-___
56. Lonely number
57. Smoky dynamic duo
62. Kind of putter
63. Afghanistan’s Karzai
64. Dubai VIP
65. It’s pitched
66. Good-night girl of
song
67. Surrealist painter
Magritte
68. Mosquitoes, to dragonflies
69. Gigli, e.g.
70. Beat by a nose
Down
1. Without scruples
2. Words before Mr. Nice
Guy
3. Formosa, now

4. James of the blues
5. Dealing with delivery
6. To-do list
7. Beach, basically
8. It’s smashed in a lab
9. Songstress Horne
10. “All for one and one
for all,” e.g.
11. Hose down
12. Adolescent
13. Whirligig, e.g.
21. Pitcher Ryan
22. Corned beef holder,
sometimes
26. Piglet’s mother
28. Ready to serve
30. Extend
31. Aardvark tidbit
32. Was familiar with
35. Castaway’s creation
37. Blackthorn fruit
38. One familiar with the
Gospel
39. Walkman part
40. Classic prefix
41. Reasoning

42. Modem speed
46. Buccaneer’s affirmative
47. Climatic phenomenon
49. Was imminent
50. It consists of a top and
a bottom
51. Standard accreditation
53. Small-minded
55. Scotland’s only poisonous snake
58. Restaurant check
59. Meadow denizen
60. An ending to grace
61. Sondheim’s “I’m Still
___”
62. Indy 500 logo

onlinecrosswords.net. Answer key located on A5

Word Search: Christmas Gift Ideas
BAKING
BELT
BOOK
BRACELET
CANDLES
CANDY
CHOCOLATES
CLOTHES
COFFEE MAKER
COFFEE MUG
COLOGNE
COOKIES
DOLL
EARRINGS
ELECTRONICS
FLOWERS
GAME
GIFT BASKET
GIFT CARD
HERBAL TEAS
JEWELRY
MONEY
MOVIE

XKCD

By Randall Munroe

MUSIC
NECKLACE
NECKTIE
PANTS
PENDANT
PERFUME
PLANT
SCARF
SHIRT
SLIPPERS
SNEAKERS
SOCKS
STUFFED ANIMAL
SWEATER
TELEVISION
TOOL SET
TOY
TREE ORNAMENT
WATCH
WINE
puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A5
xkcd.com

Sudoku

Cyanide & Happiness

By Dave McElfatrick

Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only
appear once. There is only one correct answer.
Difficulty level: Medium

explosm.net

Nedroid

By Anthony Clark

puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A5

Word Scramble: Space
1. ESURVNEI

9. RMAS

2. NOMO

10. CPEOELSTE

3. TONASRUTA

11. EUVNS

4. RUNAST

12. SULHTET

5. ASTR

13. BTIOR

6. NAPELT

14. NUS

7. EMTOC

15. LGLXAY
1. UNIVERSE 2. MOON 3. ASTRONAUT
4. SATURN 5. STAR 6. PLANET 7. COMET
8. GRAVITY 9. MARS 10. TELESCOPE 11.
VENUS 12. SHUTTLE 13. ORBIT 14. SUN
15. GALAXY

8. ITVYAGR

nedroid.com

sciencekids.co.nz

Flip this page for
puzzle answers
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Mainer Abroad: Surviving hell week in Canada
Stephen Roberts
Contributor
Hell week is over. Kaput.
I survived the most difficult
week of schooling at the university so far by giving shaky
presentations, and taking
insane examinations that I
needed to apply to graduate
school. The Graduate Record
Examination (GRE) is one of
the tests that prove one’s mettle when it comes to applying
for grad school. Think of the
SATs, then increase the difficulty. The GREs also add in a
few new twists like a security
screening and hunter-orange
gun-range safety ear muffs;

Commuter
from A10

professor,” she continued. “He
responded almost immediately that my son was my priority
and he’d be happy to give me
the exam later. That simple act
of kindness meant so much to
me, that he understood that
I was trying to better my life
and still take care of my children at the same time.”
But it’s not only academics that cause some of these
students to struggle. When it
comes to housing and financial aid, they can face an uphill
battle.
“...there is not as much
available in the way of merit
awards that students are offered when they are first year
students,” Jennifer Brown, a

Veterans
from A1

You’re going to have
some good times and you’re
going to see some cool
things.”
Many veterans echo
Hayden’s sentiments, acknowledging that out of the
grueling, trying times come
some of their fondest memories.
Among the highs for
Hayden was when he got to
experience one of the dictator's palaces in Iraq, where
outside the parade grounds
were paved with the helmets
of fallen soldiers from the
Iraq-Iranian War.
“One of the Forward Operating Bases that they set
up was inside the palace and
they put some weights inside
the ballroom, so as you’re
on the bench press, you look
up and there’s a chandelier
over you,” Hayden said.
The relationships that
soldiers make with their
comrades last a lifetime,
largely due to the bonding
that happens during trying
times. They experience every emotion imaginable,
from heartbreak and loss to
joy and triumph.
“They’re family now. I
have three families now,” he
said. “I have one from my
first deployment, one from
my second deployment and
then my real family. I’m
there for those guys. I had
them in my wedding and
they’re cool motherf------.”
After serving in Afghanistan and other regions
around the world, Murphy
has experienced a wide
range of emotions and
“There were moments on
the deployment where I’ve
never experienced such a
high high,” Murphy said. “It

Thanksgiving
from A10

and to see the great turnout,”
Waters said. “It was really big
this year. It seems like even
more than last year.”
Nicholas Violette, another
attendee, enjoyed the diversity of the crowd. The thirdyear exercise science student
was happy to see those who
were not a part of the LGBT

not to mention a white noise
machine crackling its deafening roar. I took my exam
on Remembrance Day, the
worldwide equivalent to
Veterans Day. In the middle
of my test in downtown Ottawa I could hear the 21-gun
salute and the CF-18 fighter
jet fly over the National War
Memorial just a few blocks
up the street. After my exam
I walked to the Byward Market area of downtown.
Ottawans just call it “The
Market.” It’s a classic part
of Ottawa containing an
old-fashioned bazaar with
brick oven bakeries, fishmongers and Polish meat

markets. It also has gentrified
parts like the high-fashion
mall and the American embassy not too far away from
its heart. There’s really only
one place I’d wanted to eat at
in the Market since I arrived
here back in August: Mellos
Restaurant at the corner of
Dalhousie Street and Clarence Street.
The diner has been in the
market since 1942, but is
being forced to close after
73 years because the new
Mexican restaurant next door
seeks to expand. The hostess
gave me a seat at the farthest
end of the counter. The whole
diner was maybe 15 feet by

mother of six and employee
at the commuter lounge, said.
“This is sad too as non-trad
students typically do better academically [than] traditional
students. There is a lot to be
desired by these students.”
Brown is referring to a
concern common among
non-traditional students. Merit
awards typically require recent SAT scores — something
many students coming back
to school don’t have readily
available. This can make an already tight financial situation
even more difficult to navigate, as older students struggle
to both provide for their families and afford the costly price
of tuition.
Still, the chance to better
their lives, and, in some cases, the lives of their children,
make their sacrifices worth it.

“Trying to juggle the responsibilities of being a
mom, such as bathing, feeding, transporting and all that
comes with those things can
prove a challenge,” Brown
said. “My life is my kids and
since being back in school I
have had to sacrifice missing
sporting events and such so
that I can better my life for
my kids.”
And for those working so
hard, the sense of community
that the program provides is
an irreplaceable asset.
“I don’t know how many
times I’ve felt like giving up
and dropping out but having
this community of individuals who are also struggling
but who are here for one another and encourage each other has really kept me going,”
Geer said.

was one of the most rewarding times of my entire life.
On the contrary to that, I’ve
never experienced the lows
that I did on my deployments.”
Murphy can recall vividly the moment he realized
the danger that they would
experience on a daily basis.
“I think that’s what war
brings,” he said. “It runs
the gamut on experiences.
You’ll never have the adrenaline-filled experience as the
day you realize for the first
time that there’s somebody a
couple hundred yards away
from you who is actively
trying to shoot you in the
face.”
Coming Home
A soldiers’ return home,
oftentimes captured in home
videos or spliced together
in popular “SportsCenter”
segments honoring vets, are
a beautiful thing. But after
the happy tears and tight
embraces, a long road lies
ahead for vets.
The strict schedule and
sense of purpose make the
transition out of the military,
especially to an open schedule like that of a college student, a challenge across the
board.
“Our deployment at
times offered simplicity in
this way: You go out, you
do your mission,” Murphy
explained. “You’re responsible for you and you’re responsible for the guy next to
you. You go out and you live
or you die, kill or you don’t.
And that’s it — there’s no
Facebook, there’s no e-mail,
there’s no gossip, there’s no
test that you have to study
for… it’s as simple as living
and dying and doing your
job or not.”
This process puts soldiers
in a routine, normalizing
the monumental challenges

they face on the missions
they embark on. It simplifies their schedule, allowing
them to do their jobs with
fewer distractions.
“We’re great at turning young men and women
into soldiers,” Murphy said.
“What we’re not good at,
what we hadn’t figured out
yet, is what do with them
when they come home from
war.”
On average, 22 veterans
commit suicide every day in
the United States, meaning
our country loses over 8,000
veterans per year to suicide.
Murphy has lost a staggering seven friends in the last
five years.
“That number is not an
anomaly,” he said. “It may
seem like a large number,
but it isn’t… I think back
to one of the more recent
suicides, who was a pretty
good friend of mine, and
I didn’t realize that there
were so many demons he
was dealing with.”
The Stop22 Campaign,
which aims to spread awareness and works to cut down
on the number of veteran
suicides, arranges for veterans to touch base with each
other and make sure they
know support is available.
“That’s why I make
the phone calls that I do,”
Hayden said. “Even if I
don’t think they are [suicidal], I still call them to say hi
and let them know that the
brotherhood is still there.”
Hayden keeps in touch
with his “families” regularly, checking in to stay upto-date on what they are doing and provide support for
whatever unknown demons
they might be battling.
Doug Johnson, the director of the counseling center
on campus, wishes to give
veterans an opportunity to

community come out and attend the event.
“I thought it was great that
they were here to support it,”
Violette said. “I think it’s important to have an event like
this here at UMaine to show
an all-around support system
through the administration,
through other staff, through
students who are in the LGBT
community and students who
aren’t.”
Violette believes the event

helps rid the negativity and
stereotypes surrounding the
gay community, and it brings
together the community as a
whole.
“My favorite part is just
watching everyone enjoy it
and not feel awkward about
anything,” Violette said.
“Watching everyone genuinely have a good time
and just eat, because that’s
what Thanksgiving is about
— sharing with other people.”

60 feet, including the entire kitchen and seating. The
counter ran the entire length
of the long wall with the entire kitchen staff behind it.
I watched the woman at
the griddle. She relit one of
the burners to the left of the
griddle by spraying PAM in
a sweeping motion from one
burner to another. A candle
lighter would have done the
trick, but I watched with simultaneous
bemusement
and horror as she repeatedly
used her homemade flamethrower to do the job. There
was another woman working the fryolators and plating meals as they became

ready. Everything near the
fryers was covered in dense
black clumps of grease. An
ancient wood cabinet speaker from the 1970s hummed
Led Zeppelin and The Band.
There were no TVs showing
sports. The food menu is petite, but the beer list is extensive. People were crammed
into booths so that in most
instances there were six people in booths made for four.
It was an experience waiting
for my meal. I didn’t need a
TV to drive away boredom
because the mess of things
surrounding me occupied all
my attention.
I had ordered a three-egg

omelette with homefries, and
I was surprised that it tasted
so good. There’s something
magical about watching your
food get cooked right in front
of you. The sight of the white
eggs being cracked, split and
scrambled in a silver mixing
bowl before being poured
into a searing hot cast iron
pan, where they are then
dressed up with goat cheese,
spinach and cherry tomatoes,
leaves you in anticipation.
I was famished and it only
made my hankering worse.
It’s sad to think that Mellos restaurant will probably
close for good by the end of
the month.

Huerfano added.
As PR representatives,
the students had to create a
fact sheet for the nonprofit,
a press release, a flyer for
the program and use social
media promotion, primarily
through Facebook. The organization also wanted a new
logo, which the students designed.
“Hopefully this is something that will carry over,”
Huerfano said.
“It is like a mini internship,” Gray added.
The students also organized a fundraiser for the
program at Margarita’s in
Orono, called “Noche Mexicana.” On Monday, Nov. 23,

Margaritas will donate 15
percent of sales to the Holiday Sharing Program. Customers must let their server
know about the fundraiser.
In addition, the students
meet with Lisa Morin from
the Bodwell Center — who
serves as their client — every week. Gray explained
that while this was not one of
the requirements, they felt it
was helpful.
“It is cool because everything we learn we are learning as we do it,” Huerfano
said.
Donations can be brought
to one of the donation dropoff boxes at the New Balance Recreation Center, in
the Memorial Union or at
the Old Town YMCA. Donations that are accepted
include clothes, toys, stock-

ing stuffers or simply cash
donations, which can also
be brought to the Bodwell
Center. The cash is used to
buy additional gifts before
Christmas.
In addition, several Greek
organizations on campus collect gifts that are donated to
the same cause, including Pi
Beta Phi, Phi Gamma Delta,
better known as FIJI and Alpha Tau Omega.
In 2014, the organization
collected 5,865 gifts that
were distributed to 391 families. In total, 1,173 children
received gifts through the
holiday sharing program.
“At the end of it we get a
chance to use cash donations
to purchase gifts that we feel
like we need for the program,
which is super rewarding,”
Gray said.

come into the counseling
center if they feel the need
for support.
“We really try to keep an
open door to veterans and
encourage them to come
in,” he said. “We try to have
a good relationship with the
veterans affairs office and be
involved in veteran’s events
on campus.”
One of the biggest challenges with getting help for
veterans is employing people that veterans can relate
to. For somebody with absolutely no military experience to sit down offering
advice and support is not as
effective as it would be to
have somebody that could
relate, empathizing, instead
of sympathizing.
“I’ve found they’re tightknit about that,” Johnson
said. “We don’t have a veteran on staff, which I think
is part of the issue there because I think veterans are
more comfortable talking to
other veterans.”
The counseling center
has been affected by some
of the budget cuts that UMaine has employed. Johnson
spoke with great reverence
for Dean of Students Robert Dana’s efforts to protect
the counseling center from
being impacted, but admits
that the times have been detrimental to what he wishes
to offer veterans.
The Vets Office: A Safe
Haven
The Veterans Office,
tucked in between The Cubby and the Office of Fraternity and Sorority Affairs on
the first floor of the Memorial Union, can be passed
by thousands of students
every day without a second
thought. But for the veterans on campus, it provides
a comfortable, safe place
to unwind with like-minded

people.
“It’s two different cultures,” Hayden said of life
inside and outside of the
office. “Going to the vets
office on campus, I get that
break. I get to go hide back
into my world of that culture. I get to talk to people
with similar past experiences. We talk more freely. Veterans tend to be more rough
around the edges.”
Veterans have a plethora
of educational opportunities
available to them, but sifting through the opportunities and finding out exactly
what they are entitled to and
what their best options are
can pose a challenge. That’s
where Tony Llerena comes
in.
Llerena is the coordinator of Veteran Services
and helps vets make sure
they are getting what they
deserve and understanding
their options. He estimates
that they process between
300-350 benefits per year.
“It’s probably the closest
group of people I’ve ever
met, especially when you
have somebody walk in off
the street and they have an
immediate
connection,”
Llerena said.
Llerena worked extremely hard on gathering the
name of each UMaine alum
who had died in combat to
read aloud at a ceremony.
He thought that he had most
of the names until he got a
phone call that added a few
more to the list.
Llerena got a call one day
from a Korean War veteran
who inquired about what
wars UMaine had veterans
from.
At the time, they had
names from WWII, Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan.
It was before they had found
the names of WWI alums

that had fallen.
“He said, ‘you forgot my
war.’”
Llerena explained to
him that they hadn’t found
any names for the Korean
War, but that they were still
searching.
“I have three for you,”
the man said. The three
names were fraternity brothers of the man on the phone,
one of whom died with him
in Korea.
“He actually came to that
ceremony and I asked if he
would read those names,”
Llerena said. “They were the
most heartfelt that I’ve ever
heard anybody say. He graduated here over 50 years ago
and drove two hours to read
those names.”
“The biggest highlight
for me [working in the vets
office] has been honoring
those fallen soldiers.”
Matthew Murphy is
proud of the progress that
UMaine has made in supporting veterans and thankful to the faculty and administration that have, and
continue to, work with the
Vets office to continue that
progress.
While the veteran community may not be one that
an everyday student can
necessarily relate to, Murphy believes that our commonalities are much stronger than our differences
could ever be.
“Just because I’m a veteran and you’re not doesn’t
mean that we don’t share
mutual things that make us
close… we’re still students
at the university, we’re still
trying to make our way
through it,” he said. “When
UNH comes to town, you
and I are still cheering on
UMaine. That means that
we share things that other
people don’t.”
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Campus celebrates Vets week with annual
Veterans Day 5K at Rec Center
United States Army that is designated as the primary federal
and state military reserve force.
Doug Lombard served for 32
years. Both of his daughters,
whom he raised with his wife
Patricia Lombard, have had affiliations with the ARNG since
Doug Lombard first enlisted.

 eft to Right, runners Oswald Cooper, Evan Murray, Cody Blackburn and William
L
McDonald begin the Veterans Day 5K outside the UMaine Rec Center. 

Nathaniel Trask
Contributor
A quiet November morning on the University of Maine
campus consisted of a few early birds going to Hilltop dining
for breakfast and those headed
to the campus gym for an early
morning workout. But inside
the New Balance Student Recreation Center, runners gathered in groups, waiting for a
chance to participate in their
own workout to honor the nation’s military veterans.
“I have a couple of family
members who are in the military,” Rebecca Schuman, a

first-year management student,
said. She wore running shoes
and a light blue Androscoggin
Hall T-shirt with a numbered
sticker on the front. “I’m running for my cousin. He’s been
deployed four times to Iraq.”
She was just one runner of
178 who were participating in
the first annual University of
Maine Veterans Day 5K race.
“It really turned out great,
particularly during this last
week,” Jeff Hunt, director of
Campus Recreation, said. “The
majority of the field is active
duty or vets.”
Participants in the race in-

Courtesy of Kyah Lucky, Contributor

cluded veterans, active duty
members and members of the
general public, although those
who were not affiliated with
the military were asked to contribute a $15 for admission.
Hunt mentioned that all proceeds would go to aid veterans
studying at UMaine.
The excitement grew when
runners — a few of whom were
accompanied by their dogs —
lined up along the start line behind Hilltop Dining, ready to
be given the signal. Then they
took off on a 3.1-mile course
that would take them down the
Rangeley Road and onto Park

Street, then down College Avenue and onto Long Road all the
way back to the tennis courts
beside the rec center.
The event drew a variety of
participants, including groups
such as the UMaine Army and
Navy ROTC and the UMaine Veterans Association. One
family in particular made the
special journey to the race in
honor of their military heritage.
“We came all the way
from Caribou [Maine],” Doug
Lombard said after the runners had left. He was a veteran
of the Army National Guard
(ARNG), a component of the

“Did you notice our shirts?”
Doug Lombard asked. He wore
a shirt that read, “Lombard
Crew: 57 Years of Service,”
with the silhouetted symbol of
the Wounded Warrior Project
in the center. He, his wife, their
two daughters and three grandchildren at the event wore the
matching grey shirts.
“My daughter [Meaghan
Lombard] is the first full-time
female pilot in the State of
Maine aviation,” Doug Lombard explained.
Chief Warrant Officer Meaghan Lombard, 36, is a former
helicopter pilot instructor at the
Army Aviation Support Facility at the Bangor International
Airport. Later she became a
medevac helicopter pilot and
completed at least one tour in
Iraq. After a while she attended a grueling flight instructor
training program in Fort Rucker, Ala.
“I think she is due to be promoted soon,” Doug Lombard
said.
Runners began to cross the
line about 18 minutes after
the start of the race, the first
being Perry Lebreton, 41, of
Kenduskeag, Maine, who had
a gun time of 17:34. Male and
female participants could be
heard saying “nice run” and
giving high-fives as a slew of

runners crossed the line.
After a while, Meaghan
Lombard, along with sister
Danielle Lombard, crossed the
finish line together with a time
of 35 minutes and 48 seconds
and taking the 135th and 136th
places, respectively.
Danielle Lombard is also
a veteran of the ARNG who
worked at Loring Air Force
Base before it closed in September 1994.
Meaghan Lombard could
be seen clutching an American
flag as the two approached the
finish line.
“It was awesome. The
weather was nice and there was
a good turnout for this event,”
Meaghan Lombard said, trying
to catch her breath. Their family at the finish line, along with
the grandchildren who had finished earlier on, embraced the
two sisters.
The Lombard family always makes a point to celebrate
Veterans Day events. They
planned to attend the Veterans
Day Parade in Bangor after the
race, an event their daughter
Meaghan Lombard performed
at every year during her time as
a member of the Maine Army
National Guard Band.
Participants and spectators
left soon after the majority of
runners crossed the finish line,
but the Lombard family stayed
to embrace each other in one
final huddle.
“Keep in mind why we’re
are all here,” Hunt said to the
runners before the race. They
cheered at that point, and they
kept cheering all the way to the
finish.

“Urinetown auditions” expected to
draw a crowd, generate buzz
Delaney Fitzpatrick
Contributor
When people hear the name
of the play “Urinetown”, the
first thing that comes to their
mind probably isn’t a Broadway musical worthy of winning four Tony awards. But
for the University of Maine
School of Performing Arts
(SPA), “Urinetown” is one of
the only things on the minds of
those looking forward to auditions for the upcoming show
that will take the stage in February 2016.
“Urinetown” is a story
about a revolution and a town
with a large water shortage.

Because of the water shortage,
private bathrooms were not
allowed, so everyone had to
use public bathrooms in town.
These bathrooms were owned
and run by a company called
Urine Good Company. To use
these amenities, the townies
have to pay. One of the main
characters, Bobby Strong, rebels against the company and
rules after his dad is arrested
and put in “Urinetown” for
urinating on bushes in public.
Bobby, after starting the rebellion, goes on a quest along
with a few other friends, to
find out what exactly “Urinetown” is.

“The show is kind of made
to poke fun at the cliches of
musical theatre,” Ben McNaboe, a graduate student at
UMaine and the theater and
music director of “Urinetown,” said.
McNaboe is a long-time
music director. Although this
is only his second year as the
theater and music director for
UMaine’s SPA, he believes
this will be around his 63rd
show in which he has participated.
“The best part is seeing an
actor do their thing and then
seeing them have their moment. You can see it click in
their face. I love that. I love

thinking that I was a part of
making that happen,” McNaboe said.
Guest choreographer Ray
Dumont from Portland is coming up to work with the directors to help the cast members
on learning the dances. On
Monday, Nov. 16, Dumont
will be teaching a small section
of dance prior to having them
audition. On Monday there
will also be a vocal component
of the audition, in which actors
will perform song selections of
their own choosing. On Tuesday, Nov. 17, people will read
from the script selections from
the characters for which they
are auditioning. Wednesday

Famous writer, journalist
opens up to students about
being undercover
Josh Fabel
Contributor
This past Monday afternoon, Nov. 9, Room 115 in
Donald P. Corbett Hall was
completely filled with University of Maine students
and faculty in attendance
for a presentation in which
famous writer, Suki Kim,
opened up about the time
she spent undercover in
North Korea as an investigative journalist.
Kim, who is the only
writer to go undercover
in North Korea, had much
to say about her time in
the country in preparation
for her book, “Without
You, There is No Us.” She
opened up her presentation
with a short YouTube video of the song, “No Motherland Without You.” The

video included English subtitles to the Korean song.
“This is one of the most
popular songs in North Korea. It’s almost the National
Anthem,” Kim said.
From the English translation, the song depicts
North Korea’s controlling
nature, as well as the influence of its ruler, Kim Jongun, who is known in North
Korea as the “great leader.”
Kim continued on with
the presentation and discussed her time as a teacher undercover. She showed
pictures to the audience that
illustrated how everything
about the country revolves
around the great leader
and how North Koreans
worship him. The pictures
showed buildings, statues
and posters that had the
great leader printed all over

public areas.
Kim mentioned the
struggles she endured in order to write her book. In a
country where everything is
recorded, Kim talked about
how she had to write early
in the morning every day,
as well as at night, to save
her story. She would save
all her work on small USB
drives and SD Cards. By the
time she was able to publish
her work, Kim felt that her
story was worth telling.
“I’ve been doing it for
such a long time. I felt like
I was researching forever,”
Kim said.
This was Kim’s first time
ever speaking at UMaine.
The presentation was followed by a Q&A session
that lasted for almost half
an hour.
“I really enjoyed talking

to the UMaine Community.
It was such an enthusiastic
audience,” Kim said.
“I would say Suki Kim’s
presentation was remarkable,” Priscilla Dimitre,
a graduate student in the
School of Policy and International Affairs, said. “For
me to hear all of her stories
that she went through, to
go to another world, and be
able to talk to students and
faculty about her experience in such a straight-forward way, is amazing.”
Kim tells her story in
greater depth in her book,
“Without You, There is No
Us.” The book was released
last year, and was a New
York Times Best Seller.
Kim’s writing has helped
her travel all over the world
as an investigative journalist.

will be used for callbacks if
necessary.
“We do callbacks a lot because we are looking for people
that are teachable and willing
to learn through the process.
That goes much farther and is
much more important. Aside
from being prepared, coming
in with a positive attitude and
walking in willing to do anything is good,” McNaboe said.
Many students will be
vying for various slots in this
play, since there are a lot of different openings available.
Kristen Richards, a second-year theatre and child
development student, is trying
out for the role of Mrs. Penny

Wise, one of the only storeowners who has a working
bathroom in the town.
“I’m really excited because it was one of the bigger
plays that the university has
ever done. There is a lot of
hype. [It’s] probably going to
be a really enjoyable show and
a really enjoyable cast,” Richards said.
Auditions for “Urinetown”
are Monday, Nov. 16 and
Tuesday, Nov. 17 starting at 6
p.m. and will go on indefinitely into the evening with probable callbacks on Wednesday,
Nov. 18. On Monday night,
there will be a vocal and dance
audition.

Wilson Center
to hold open
mic night
Nathaniel Trask
Contributor
The Wilson Center will
be holding its monthly Coffeehouse Open Mic Night on
Friday, Nov. 20 from 6 p.m.
to 8 p.m. This is the second
such event of the semester in
which performers will play a
variety of different types of
music among a wide range
of genres.
In the past, the center has
hosted local bands including
The Cards, and Turner.
A bake sale will be held
during open mic night.
Among the items are baked
goods and non-alcoholic
beverages including coffee
and tea. For these items, a $2
to $5 donation is suggested.
All proceeds will go to the
Shaw House, a nonprofit that
supports homeless youth in

Bangor.
“The Wilson center is a
multi-cultural, multi-faith,
multi-belief group of students and staff that work to
create peace and work for
social justice,” Jonathan McCullum, a student representative of the center, said.
The Wilson Center holds
other events such as spiritual
discussions over tea, meditation groups and weekly dinners for students and other
community members.
“The goal is to have a
space for the UMaine campus to check out local artists,” McCullum said.
The Wilson Center is located at 67 College Ave. in
Orono. Admission is free to
the first 60 people. Performers can contact Jonathan McCullum on FirstClass to sign
up.
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5 Seconds of Summer breaks bound-

Spectre

ries with “Sounds Good Feels Good”

Capitol Records

Josh Fabel
Contributor
Pop rockers, 5 Seconds of Summer recently
came out with their new
album, “Sounds Good Feels
Good,” a couple of weeks
ago. This is the second studio album put out by the
Australian pop-punk band,
and it will be taking over
music charts and radio stations worldwide.
5 Seconds of Summer
first came to fame back in
2014, with their hit single,
“She Looks So Perfect,”
on their self-titled album.
The single was an instant
hit all over the world and
especially in the U.S just in
time for the summer. Soon
the band’s popularity blew
up. Some were dubbing the
boys from down under as
the next One Direction. Later on that year, the band actually did hit the road with
One Direction, opening up
for their “Where We Are
Tour.”
Comparisons to One
Direction have made 5 Seconds of Summer recognized
by many, but this does not
truly represent who they
are. What separates their
music from that of One DIrection is the fact that these
boys declare themselves as
pop-punk, and not a boy
band. Even though their
music includes harmonized
vocals, 5 Seconds of Summer does not perform dance
moves at their concerts,
they perform with electric
guitars and come ready to
rock out. The band looks to
other pop-punk bands such
as All Time Low and Mayday Parade as their main
influences. They even performed a couple of A Day
To Remember covers when
they were first starting out
and posted acoustic videos
of them on YouTube. The
band’s classification has
caused controversy in labeling their music genre among
different music scenes.
One thing that listeners
should understand is that
“Sounds Good Feels Good”
has a justified title. It sounds
good and it makes you feel
good. People should not be
so occupied determining
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what music genre 5 Seconds
of Summer is; the band obviously just wants to do one
thing, and that is make music for fans.
“I do not give a damn
about (the) limitations (anyone) puts on this band. I look
at this band and I see three
other dudes who are just as
committed and ambitious as
I am and we can do whatever the f--- we want with our
music,” drummer Ashton
Irwin said in a recent interview with Alternative Press
magazine.
Some songs, such as the
lead single, “She’s Kind of
Hot,” may have more of a
boy band feel with lyrics
about girls and harmonizing vocals, but there are
also songs on the album that
bring out their pop-punk
roots. “Jet Black Heart” features an intricate lead guitar
riff, and more meaningful
lyrics about heartbreak in
the verses. Although the
songs on this album all
come across as catchy, each
song is different in its own
way. The songs all feature
different styles of pop and
rock, and blend them in a
perfect way.
5 Seconds of Summer
breaks boundaries with
“Sounds Good Feels Good.”
The band truly let their fans
know that they are tired of
being classified. They make
music for anyone who enjoys their sound. Whether
that be a pre-teen who also
listens to One Direction, or
a 20-year-old who attends
Warped Tour every year, 5
Seconds of Summer knows
how to communicate their
sound to the masses and is
clearly doing a great job at
gaining fans from all over
the music world.
5 Seconds of Summer
will be performing shows all
over the country in December to support the release of
“Sounds Good Feels Good.”

Nathaniel Trask
Contributor
One of the world’s
longest-running film franchises returned to theaters
recently with its newest
installment. “Spectre,” the
24th James Bond film that
has been produced by Eon
Productions, is the fourth
film with Daniel Craig in
the title role. Having had
critical and commercial
success with the production of a previous Bond
film in 2012, Craig and
Director Sam Mendes
brought their A-game and
put on a show worthy of
toppling other fall blockbusters.
Craig has obviously
settled into his niche as
the James Bond character, his last Bond film
being “Skyfall,” which
grossed a staggering $1.1
billion in the box office.
Other powerhouse actors
featured include Ralph
Fiennes as the new “M,”
succeeding Judi Dench for
the role. Two-time Academy Award winner Christoph Waltz portrays Ernst
Stavro Blofeld, a super
villain created by James
Bond creator and author
Ian Fleming. Other regulars include Ben Whishaw
as “Q” and Naomie Harris
as Eve Moneypenny.
This is not the first time
Blofeld has caused havoc
for Bond. Dealings with
the criminal organization
Spectre first began in the
second film “From Russia with Love” in 1963
up until the seventh in the
series, “Diamonds Are
Forever,” which was released in 1971. Blofeld,
the organization’s leader,
has returned to the screen
as a tie-in to the previous
villains Craig’s character
has had to face in recent
years. This could be considered somewhat unoriginal for some viewers, but
the writers made it work
nicely.
The same mix of factors have always been
added to every Bond film.
In fact, there seems to be
a set of guidelines that
every writer, producer
and director must follow
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in order to capture the
essence of Bond. There
must be irrefutable romance, a plethora of
women and fine dining.
There must be action at
every angle, unsettling
killing and clever puns,
not to mention expensive
cars and gadgets. It’s no
question that “Spectre”
follows this hypothetical set of guidelines to
the letter. And what is
remarkable is — like every other addition — this
one sets itself apart. This
starts immediately in the
pre-title sequence. Who
thought opening up after
the signature gun barrel sequence to a scene
of one of Mexico’s most
popular public holidays
would set the stage for a
thrilling adventure?
What
differentiates
this film from the typical
Bond movie is the turmoil
within the newly-merged
British intelligence agencies MI5 and MI6. This
brings too many politics
to a series that is supposed to remain focused
on spy antics and action.
This part of the story
could have been triggered
by a need to reinvigorate
a central agency, one that
has been around since the
first movie appeared in
1962. Therefore, the addition of politics is understandable, yet annoying
and distracting.
Every Bond fan will
go see this movie simply
because it’s necessary,
regardless of how they
feel about it. Newcomers should go see it to be
introduced to one of the
movie industry’s greatest
franchises and the one
that made a name for Eon
Productions. So go see it
while you can; it will be a
few more years before we
see the world’s greatest
secret agent again.

Alan Bennett
Culture Editor

Editor’s note:
“Through the
Grapevine” is a
semi-regular wine
review where I
discuss all things on
the topic of different
affordable wines.
Do you want to know a
secret? No? That’s unfortunate, because I believe I’ve
stumbled across the best $4
bottle of wine I’ll find, and
I have no one to tell.
If I could tell someone
about Don Simon tempranillo, I would tell them
the wine’s deep aromas of
cherries, blackberries and
vanilla, preceded by sharp
overtones of peppercorns,
currants and burnt wood
hold the nose in a warm
and loving embrace.
If someone wanted to
know how this wine tasted
them I would likely offer
a resounding, “good,” in
efforts to ward them off
so I could keep the bottle
to myself (which, in fact, I
did do).
But in reality, this wine
is an explosion of intense
jammy flavor. Flavors of
fat, juicy berries erupt in
the mouth as hints of bergamot come to the front
in a surprising twist. The
wine has a long, tannic finish with bursts of vanilla,
clove and soft spices that
linger in the mouth postglug. This tempranillo’s
label states, “ripe strawberry and cherry flavors burst
forth from Spain’s signature Tempranillo grape.”
While I don’t pick up on
strawberry flavor, I sense
the subtle sweetness that
would be provided by the
fruit.
The tempranillo grape,
whose name means “little
early one” for its tendency to ripen early, does not
have a high natural acidity
and can sometimes produce wines with flat flavors
if grown in dry, hot conditions. With Don Simon
tempranillo, this is somewhat the case.
The fruit-forward flavor
packs a punch, this cannot
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be denied, but the mouthfeel
leaves some to be desired.
Not rounded, the flavors of
the wine come in waves and
do not blend as they should.
This wine would fail its
own field sobriety test — it
lacks balance.
I cannot say this wine
is completely deterred by
its lack of body or balance.
Its big, bold flavors more
than compensate for what it
lacks underneath.
I must apologize to readers, however, especially to
those residing in Orono.
This wine was purchased in
Chicago at a Whole Foods,
the only market in which
this wine is available. Its
maker, Don Simon, is quite
elusive, having no information available online. It is
almost as if this wine seems
to have just appeared on
store shelves, showing itself to shoppers who prove
themselves worthy of its
presence.
And, apparently, I was
worth it.
If you’re wondering
what food to pair with this
wine, Don Simon keeps it
classy by suggesting pizza, burgers and other fried
foods. Normally, I would
tell you that you are above
mediocrity, that you should
serve this wine with a hearty
bolognese, a fat steak or
roasted vegetables.
But, you know what?
C’est la vie. I have another secret for you: sometimes, mediocrity is okay.
Splurge if you want, but
this wine would make the
perfect accompaniment to
a slice of cheap pizza or
some good fried chicken. I
mean, an excuse to eat pizza and drink wine? To quote
the great Ina Garten, “who
wouldn’t love that?”
Read the rest of the
review at mainecampus.
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Community supports, celebrates Gay
Thanksgiving in Memorial Union

go!
What’s happening in
and around Orono
this week
Monday, Nov. 16
Fish, Dams
and Resilience:
Dam(ned) tradeoffs
between nature and
technology
3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Senator George
J. Mitchell
Center, Norman
Smith Hall
Free
Tuesday, Nov. 17
Back to Basics —
Part 2: John Karp,
CEO of Bourgeois
Guitar
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Foster Center for
Student Innovation
Free

The University of Maine LGBT services held the annual Gay Thanksgiving, inviting all to a potluck Thanksgiving
dinner on Thursday, November 12th in the Union.

Kate Berry
Staff Writer
On Thursday, Nov. 12, the
University of Maine Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) services held
“Gay Thanksgiving” in the
North Pod of the Memorial Union. The potluck style
event was open to staff, students and community members alike.
Donations
such
as
non-perishable food and

money were collected for
the Shaw House in Bangor.
The house is a safe place
for homeless youth in the
Greater Bangor area. Their
mission is to engage at-risk
and homeless youth by establishing a place for them to
improve their futures.
Amy Schmitt, fourth-year
secondary education and english student, works for the
LGBT services.
“The original idea of Gay
Thanksgiving, which was

created 12 years ago, was
for students who weren’t
comfortable going home for
Thanksgiving or their family wasn’t able to provide a
classic Thanksgiving meal,”
Schmitt said. “We would
provide that service so that
they could participate in the
holiday without feeling pressure.”
The LGBT services received funding from Student
Government and the Residence Hall Association to

Courtesy of Maggie Gautrau, Staff

provide the turkey and other
larger items. Attendees were
asked to RSVP to the event
and bring side dishes along
with desserts.
Hannah Waters, a thirdyear international affairs student, admitted she partially
attended the potluck event
for the free food, but also
said she attended for more
than that.
“I really like the fact that
they can call it Gay Thanksgiving and there isn’t a big

fuss about it,” Waters said. “I
think it’s very important for
visibility.”
Waters believes that although the Northeast is
usually fairly liberal, it is
definitely a feat that the
university is so open to all
views, and that Gay Thanksgiving is not a controversial
topic on campus.
“It’s always really interesting to see who comes

Thursday, Nov. 19
NT Live — “Hamlet”
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Collins Center for the
Arts
$15, $8 with student
MaineCard
Jazz Ensemble
Concert
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Minsky Recital Hall
$9 to $25, free with
student MaineCard

See Thanksgiving on A9

Commuter and non-traditional
student week highlights difficulties of
unique schooling experience
Allyson Eslin
Opinion Editor
It’s a rainy Friday evening, and Moriah Geer, a
hard-working mother of two
and part-time employee at
the Commuter and Non-Traditional Students Programs’
(CNTSP) commuter lounge,
is manning the fort in the
sparsely populated Wade
Center with a freshly brewed

pot of coffee and a smile.
Geer isn’t an anomaly
here — the lounge is a haven for students juggling
busy family lives, long-work
hours and full course loads.
The quiet space serves as an
excellent place to study, rest
and discuss the unique hardships of the “Non-Traditional” path to a college degree.
Though,
perhaps
“unique” is a misnomer for

students like these. According to the National Center for
Education Statistics, nearly
8.2 million postsecondary
education students were age
25 or over in 2013, compared
to 12.2 million “traditional”
attendees aged 24 and under.
Figures that are projected to
stay relatively steady.
Regardless, for students
like Geer, programs like
these can be the eye in a

raging storm of challenges
distinct to non-traditional
students — challenges rare
among students arriving
straight out of high school.
The devil isn’t just in
the details — on occasion,
even those who should be
students’ greatest allies can
serve to make their goals
feel unattainable. Whether a
function of forgetfulness of
malicious intent, university

faculty can make life especially difficult for these particular students with inflexible syllabi, tight deadlines
and quick turnaround on
lengthy assignments.
Though, according to
Geer, there are also faculty
who are working hard to provide them with an education
that fits with their unusual
circumstances.
“My oldest son is autistic

and one semester I needed
to go to a meeting with the
special ed department at his
school,” Geer said. “But
they’d scheduled the meeting for the same time I was
supposed to take a biology
exam.”
“I was sure that I was going to have to miss the meeting but I decided to ask the
See Commuter on A9

UMaine public relations students organize
holiday sharing drive through class on campus
Chloe Dyer
Staff Writer
Each holiday season, the
University of Maine Bodwell Center for Service and
Volunteerism partners with
Crossroad Ministries, a
church in Old Town, for the
Holiday Sharing Program,
which has been running
since 2004. The program
accepts gift donations for

Christmas presents, which
they then provide to low-income families.
Students in the Public
Relations course (CMJ 367)
were assigned different nonprofit organizations to represent as public relations
(PR) agents. A group of five
students from the PR class
have been acting as representatives for the the Holiday Sharing Program. The

students in the group are Marina Gray, Blake Huerfano,
Meagan Doucette, Caroline
Emerson and Alli Schoff.
Unlike some other similar holiday programs, the
parents get to pick out the
gifts themselves for their
children. Each family gets 15
minutes at a time to shop for
a certain amount of gifts.
“This is great because
parents get the opportunity to

give their kids something,”
Huerfano said.
The gifts are donated to
Toys for Tots, who then gives
them to local organizations
around the country doing
programs similar to this one.
“As PR representatives
we are in charge of making
the public aware of this event
in hopes of getting more donations,” Gray explained.
Each group of students in

the class writes a proposal in
the beginning of the semester
for their top two clients out
of five nonprofit organizations. The proposal indicates
why the students should be
the representatives, and then
the groups are assigned from
there.
“I know I picked it because I am involved in the
mentoring program. This
program reaches out to a lot

of the kids I work with in the
mentoring program,” Huerfano explained.
The program serves several communities in greater
Orono, including Old Town,
Alton, Argyle, Bradley,
Greenbush and Veazie.
“Unfortunately for the
demographics for this area
there is a lot of poverty,”
See Drive on A9

Sports
Women’S Hockey
Black Bears swept by BU
After a win at Dartmouth,
the Black Bears were
bested by their HE rivals.
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UMAINE RESULTS

11/10 Women’s Hockey at Dartmouth
11/13 Men’s Basketball at UConn
Men’s Hockey at UMass Lowell
Women’s Basketball at Harvard
11/14 Football vs. Elon
Women’s Hockey at BU

Win
Loss
Loss
Win
Loss
Loss

BaSketball
Black Bears struggle in opener

4-1
100-56
2-1
64-53
27-22
5-3

UConn controlled play
and ousted Maine 100-56.

B3

Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B4

Elon shuts down comeback, grabs emotional
victory over Maine on senior day 27-22
Michael Schuman
Staff Writer
After the death of their
third-year wide receiver
Dimitri Allison on Wednesday, the Elon University
Phoenix were able to pull
together for a win versus
the Maine Black Bears. The
Phoenix held onto a fivepoint lead late in the game,
holding off a Maine comeback to win 27-22.
“It’s been a hard, hard
week on all of us and I told
the kids that what we experience over the next three
hours will be something
that none of us will forget,”
Elon Head Coach Rich
Skrosky said.
Before the game even
was played, Elon had to
decide whether they even
wanted to come and play
the game in the first place.
Eventually, the player’s
leadership group said that
they wanted to play.
“I can’t say enough
about the love and support
our teammates have shown
each other, our coaches, our
staff,” fourth-year defensive back Miles Williams
said. “The Elon community
has been huge in supporting one another. We wanted
to play for Dimitri and to

The Black Bears celebrate a defensive stop in their loss Saturday.

see us go out and get this
win and play with the grit
that we did was huge.”
“I want to commend the
guys at Maine for reaching out and putting more
important things above
the game,” Skrosky added. “All of the support and

reaching out that the Maine
folks showed us over the
week is what the sport is all
about.”
Elon certainly had its
gameplay figured out, as
the Phoenix were able to
capitalize despite having
less than 200 total offen-

Aley Lewis, Photo Editor

sive yards.
The Phoenix had 185
total yards of offense, led
by their redshirt first-year
quarterback Connor Christiansen. Christiansen went
13-21 for 95 yards while
throwing two touchdowns.
First-year receiver Co-

Koziar shines, women’s
basketball splits in Boston

rey Joyner was Christiansen’s favorite target, connecting for three passes,
two of them touchdowns,
all for 35 yards. First-year
running back Malcolm
Summers led the rising attack, running for 69 yards
and a touchdown.

Timothy Rocha
Contributor
Picking up on their success from last year, the
University of Maine women’s basketball team began
the 2015 season in style
by taking down Harvard
University 64-53 in the
season opener on Friday.
For the Black Bears, thirdyear guard Sigi Koizar’s
performance was essential.
Her team-leading 22 points
helped Maine hang on to
the lead throughout the majority of the game.
After winning their
first two exhibition games
against Stonehill and Vanguard, the Black Bears came

into the contest looking to
keep their early momentum
going. Coming off a 14-14
season, Harvard seemed to
deal with a decent amount
of offseason rust, as they
struggled to keep up with
Maine’s high-speed tempo.
Throughout the matchup, Maine looked like the
more dominant team. They
went 22-53 in shots, making 45.3 percent of their attempts, while Harvard went
20-50, only connecting on
40 percent of their shots.
Maine’s success also can
be contributed to their performance on free throws,
as they went 10-of-13 from
the line.
The start of the game

seemed to favor Harvard.
With a jump shot and then
a layup, second-year guard
Kirby Porter assisted Harvard in stealing an early
4-0 lead, which ended up
being Harvard’s largest
lead of the game. With the
help of a balanced, offensive attack, the Black Bears
clawed their way back into
the match, ending the first
quarter with a slim 11-10
advantage. With such a low
scoring quarter, the Black
Bears seemed out of rhythm
at times, but they managed
to turn their offense around
in the second quarter.
The Black Bears pulled
ahead in the second period with six points from

See Football on B2

Beil, others
returning for
2016 soccer
campaign
Spencer Bergholtz
Staff Writer

Maine tops Harvard before falling to Boston College on Sunday afternoon.

Maine was led by thirdyear quarterback Dan Collins, who went 23-49 for
295 yards and three touchdowns. First-year receiver
Micah Wright was Collins’
top receiver, making nine
catches for 198 yards and
two touchdowns.
On the ground, Maine
was led by redshirt firstyear running back Darian
Davis-Ray, who had been
sidelined by injury earlier
in the season. He ran for 52
yards on seven attempts.
Both teams struggled
on third down, with Maine
converting just a quarter
of their attempts and Elon
converting four of 14.
Maine also took four penalties for 45 yards. Two of
those penalties took away
first downs for the Black
Bears.
Defensively, fourthyear linebacker Cabrinni
Gonclaves led the Black
Bears with 13 tackles and a
sack. Maine also recovered
a fumble and had two interceptions in the game.
Elon countered with
third-year linebacker John
Silas, who made 12 tackles.
The Phoenix defense also
had five sacks on the day,
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fourth-year guard Chantel
Charles and seven points
from Koizar. Maine outscored Harvard 20-12 in the
second, raising their lead
to 31-22 heading into halftime.
Maine came out of the
half swinging, scoring the
first seven points of the third
quarter. Midway through
the period, the Black Bears
stood tall with a game-high
16-point lead. With the help
of a last-second three-point
jump shot at the end of the
period from fourth-year
guard Sophie Weckstrom,
the Black Bears outscored
Harvard 17-14.
See Basketball on B3

The Maine Black Bears
women’s soccer team’s season
came to an end just one game
too early this year. Maine fell
to the Hartford Hawks on the
road 1-0 in the America East
semi-final game.
Though the Black Bears
didn’t achieve their ultimate
goal of winning the America East championship, they
did improve greatly from last
season and have built a new
culture for the future of their
program.
The Black Bears ended
the season at 9-8-2 overall
and 4-3-1 in the America East
competition, finishing third
in the conference standings.
Head Coach Scott Atherley
was pleased with the overall
performance of his team this
season, even with the disheartening end result.
“Our team was relatively
consistent throughout the season. We didn’t concede many
goals and we found a way to
more than double our scoring
output from a year ago. On
most days, the quality of our
possession was good and we
were in position to win virtually every game,” Atherley said.
Maine can take plenty of
positives with them from this
winning season into next year.
The seniors did a great job
leading by example and guiding younger players to success.
Their impact in terms of lead-

ership and team chemistry will
greatly benefit the program’s
future.
“The seniors were instrumental in providing positive
leadership for a relatively
young team. Their ability to
mentor and guide our new
players helped us realize the
best in our first-year players.
The seniors’ ability to serve as
positive role models will pay
dividends for our team moving
forward,” Atherley said.
Fourth-year star forward
Charlene Achille had a phenomenal career as a Black
Bear and left it all on the field
in her final season. Achille
ended her career on a great
note, leading the Black Bears
in scoring with seven goals
and two assists.
“My favorite part about this
season was the connection I
had with my teammates. In
my four years, this year was
definitely the best. We just understood each other, fought for
one another, and I’ll definitely
miss being part of that family.
Also, beating UNH in penalty
kicks at home in the quarter-final was one of the best moments of the season,” Achille
said.
Maine is returning several
key components next season.
Third-year goalie Claudia
Dube-Trempe will be back
for her senior season, looking
to help the Black Bears go the
distance in next year’s conferSee Soccer on B2
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Football
from B1

as well as a fumble recovery and an interception.
Elon would be the first
to score, getting a lead in
the later stages of the first
quarter after a pair of turnovers gave the Phoenix excellent field position at the
Maine 16-yard line.
On the next play, Christiansen would connect on a
pass to Joyner for the 16yard score.
Maine would be held
off the scoreboard in the
first quarter despite revering an Elon fumble at the
Elon 20-yard line.
Elon would add to their
lead midway through the
second quarter, when another Black Bear turnover
would lead to a 42-yard
Phoenix field goal to increase their lead to 10-0.
The Phoenix would
make it 17-0 on the very
next drive, marching 54
yards on seven plays, culminating in another Joyner
touchdown.
Elon would take that
lead into the half.
“We had our minds set
early in the day that we
wanted to have a shutout.
For half the football game
we did that,” Williams said.
“We’re excited in a way
that we know we are capable of.”
Maine came alive in the
second half, scoring their
first points of the day on a
28-yard field goal by second-year kicker Sam Lenson, cutting the Elon lead
to 14 points.
After a few three-andouts, Collins would connect with Wright in double
coverage. After the catch,
Wright was able to outrun
the Elon defenders and
score on the 60-yard play
to make the score 17-10 in
favor of the Phoenix.
“Micah converted the
route. They were in press
coverage, I saw them and
Micah made the catch and
a great run after the catch,”
Collins said on the scoring
play.
The “Black Hole Defense” made a big play on
the next drive, as fourthyear linebacker Randy
Samuels intercepted Christiansen at the Elon 40-yard
line.
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After three passes to
Wright, Collins found
third-year receiver Jordan
Dunn in the back of the end
zone for the score.
Lenson would miss the
extra point, leaving the
Black Bears down 17-16,
which seemed to kill all of

day,” Cosgrove said. “It
was maybe the best gift
they could have gotten, was
coming up here together,
being together and earning
a win.”
There was a group
prayer held at midfield
after the game, and both

“We had our minds set early in the
day that we wanted to have a shutout. For half the football game, we
did that.”
Miles Williams
Elon defensive back
Maine’s momentum.
“A missed extra point
is a missed extra point, it’s
one of the many things that
happened during the game
that ended up contributing
to the loss,” Maine Head
Coach Jack Cosgrove said.
One of the other contributing factors was Maine’s
inability to stop the run on
the next drive, as Summers
ran for 53 yards as a part of
an eight-play, 66-yard scoring drive. Summers capped
it off by running one in
from 13 yards out.
Elon would put the
game out of reach when
they were able to force a
turnover on downs late in
the fourth quarter, and ended up kicking a 33-yard
field goal to extend their
lead to 27-16.
Maine would get the ball
back with under a minute
to play. Collin led Maine
down the field and scored
a touchdown on a 7-yard
pass to Wright as time expired, leaving Maine five
points short.
“Obviously we didn’t
play well in the first half
and got behind, played a
game of catch-up. We had
opportunities in the first
half and didn’t take advantage of it,” Cosgrove said.
“The second half we played
much better, gave ourselves
the opportunity to tie the
game, we didn’t do that and
they finished us off.”
Cosgrove did credit the
Phoenix on a well played
game under the circumstances that the team had
been under just three days
before kickoff.
“Great effort by Elon.
An emotional game and an
emotional week for them,
and they earned a great
victory for themselves to-

teams participated in this
unplanned display of support.
“It really wasn’t choreographed, it just kind of
happened. It was just two
teams getting together and
showing support for our
loss,” Skrosky said.
For 18 Black Bears,

this game was emotional
in a different way, as it was
their last home game in a
Maine uniform.
“It was very emotional,
but at the time I wasn’t really thinking about it. I just
wanted to win,” fourth-year
linebacker John McCabe
said. “It’s really tough to
have this sort of a season
but in a few days it will
soak in. It’s going to really
suck, but I just want to get
a win for my brothers, but
unfortunately that didn’t
happen.”
After the game, Maine
falls to 3-7 (3-4 CAA)
while Elon improves to 4-6
(3-4 CAA).
Maine will play its last
game of the season in their
annual rivalry game versus the University of New
Hampshire on Nov. 21. The
battle for the Brice-Cowell
musket kicks off at 1 p.m.

Soccer

from B1
ence tournament. The Black
Bears will also await the return
of one of the team’s most talented all-around players from
this season, first-year forward
Vivien Beil.
Beil had a spectacular
freshman year campaign, finishing second in scoring with
three goals and five assists.
Beil’s fellow first-year classmate, Mikayla Morin, will be
back as well to help anchor the

defense, as she did so well this
season. Morin started every
game as a first-year player and
will look to be a key contributor next season with the loss of
fourth-year defensive partner
Noelle Leon-Palmer.
With the influx of talented
returning players and potential
contributions from incoming
recruits, the future looks promising for the Black Bears. If
they can take the next step offensively and come out on top
in close contests, Maine will
be a force to be reckoned with
next season.
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Men’s hockey swept by
No. 5 UMass Lowell in
home-and-home series
Jacob Posik
Sports Editor
The University of Maine
Black Bears remain winless
after being swept by Hockey
East conference foe UMass
Lowell over the weekend. The
Black Bears were downed
2-1 on Friday night in Lowell
before returning to Orono on
Sunday night to be trounced by
a score of 6-0. After the weekend, Maine falls to 0-8-3 on the
season and 0-4 in Hockey East,
one of the worst starts in the history of the program.
River Hawks hang on to
2-1 lead
First-year netminder Rob
McGovern received his fifth
straight start in net for the Black
Bears Friday night, but his 26save effort was not enough to
silence the No. 5 UMass Lowell River Hawks, who held on
in the third period to defeat
Maine 2-1.
“Points in Hockey East are
hard to come by. Whenever you
get them you’ve got to be very
happy regardless of if it was a
perfect game,” River Hawks
Head Coach Norm Bazin said.
“From our standpoint, a little
frustration creeps in, but you’ve
got to stick to the process. When
you do, good things happen.”
Despite the loss, the Black
Bears converted on the power
play with the help of fourthyear forward Will Merchant.
Power play goals have been
hard to come by thus far for
Maine.
After two scoreless periods,
the River Hawks came alive in
the final segment, scoring two
goals before the Black Bears
response. Third-year defender
Michael Kapla found the back
of the net near the 10-minute
mark. Kapla received a pass in
the slot from first-year forward
Nick Master, and sent a wrist
shot through traffic that beat
McGovern between his legs
and into the back of the net for a
1-0 River Hawks lead.

Basketball
from B1

Though Harvard managed to cut Maine’s lead
down to seven early in the
fourth, Koizar sealed the
deal for the Black Bears.
With five successful free
throws, along with a layup
and a three-point jump shot,
Koizar gave Maine 10 crucial points, sealing the 6453 victory for the Black
Bears.
For Harvard, the loss
came with a handful of positives. They played competitively throughout, keeping
the game within reach deep
into the fourth quarter. In
addition, fourth-year guard
Shilpa Tummala set her
own personal career-high
in scoring with 17 points.
Similarly, Porter also posted a career-high nine points.
Though
Koizar
led
the Black Bears in scoring, fourth-year forwards
Mikaela Gustafsson and
Charles both had a fundamental impact on the court.
With 12 points between the
two, Charles contributed
five rebounds and Gustafsson added six. Despite only
having a surprisingly low
five points, fourth-year forward Liz Wood aided the
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UConn dominates
men’s basketball in
season opener

UMass Lowell tallied another goal with just 1:01 remaining in the contest on an
empty net. Maine pulled McGovern for an extra attacker
but the River Hawks were able
to beat the Black Bears defense
one more time. Third-year forward Joe Gambardella found
second-year forward C.J. Smith
up ice, who was able to chip
the puck in to double the River
Hawks advantage.
Maine was able to get on the
board with 30 seconds remaining in the contest. Fourth-year
captain Steven Swavely made
a pass from behind the net firstyear defender Rob Michel at
the left circle. Michel skipped
a quick pass to Merchant at
the right circle, and Merchant
slapped the puck home to cut
the River Hawks lead in half at
2-1.
Maine couldn’t tally another
goal in the final 30 seconds of
action. UMass Lowell fourthyear goaltender Kevin Boyle
played well between the pipes,
stopping 28 of 29 shots he faced
on the night.
“It was a well-played hockey game. I thought there was
enough chances on both sides
to be a high scoring game. It
was tight, both teams kept their
best for the third period,” Bazin
said.
Maine outshot the River
Hawks 29-28 in the contest, but
couldn’t notch goals when they
needed it most.
UMass Lowell routs Black
Bears 6-0
A season of mishaps and
miscues continued for the
Maine Black Bears Sunday
night, as they fell to the River
Hawks in the second game of
a weekend series by a score of
6-0. Maine gave up four goals
in the opening period, whiffing
on a plethora of grade-A opportunities to keep the scoring
disparity at a maximum. Maine
outshot the River Hawks in the
contest 38-33 but couldn’t seem
to find the back of the net.

“We made mistakes early and had a million scoring
chances that didn’t go in,”
Black Bears Head Coach Red
Gendron said.
Four goals against in the first
period of their home opener
wasn’t the start the Black Bears
expected.
“That’s not how you want
to start by any means,” fourthyear Maine Captain Steven
Swavely said.
First-year left winger Ryan
Dmowski notched the first
River Hawk goal less than
two minutes into the contest.
Second-year defender Tommy
Panico sent a slap shot from
the point that deflected off the
skate of a Black Bear defender
in front of the net. Dmowski
found the puck and chipped the
puck over the pads of Maine
first-year goaltender Rob McGovern for a 1-0 lead.
Second-year forward Michael Louria added the second
UMass Lowell tally on a great
individual effort. Louria received a pass out from a scrum
in his own defensive end before
bringing the puck up ice with
speed. Louria deked a pair of
Black Bear defenders before
he backhanded a shot over the
stick-side shoulder of McGovern to double the River Hawks
lead.
Maine got one of its many
scoring opportunities after
the Louria goal, but the Black
Bears couldn’t capitalize. An errant pass and deflection at midice gave third-year forwards
Blaine Byron and Cam Brown
a breakaway opportunity on the
UMass Lowell net. Byron sent
a pass across the face of River
Hawks fourth-year netminder Kevin Boyle, but it was too
quick for Brown to handle.
“It was a good pass and I
couldn’t capitalize. Bottom
line, we have to finish off our
chances,” Brown said.
“It looks like it’s going to
See Men’s Hockey on B5

The University of Maine
Black Bears men’s basketball
team struggled in the 2015-16
season opener at the University of Connecticut (UConn)
on Friday night against the
Huskies.
UConn rolled over Maine
by a score of 100-56, and led
throughout the entire contest.
The Black Bears didn’t have
the size or athleticism to hang
with the Huskies and were
overwhelmed defensively, as
Maine was outscored 58-26
in the second half en route to
a 44-point loss.
The contest was a tale of
two halves for the Black Bears.
Maine showed plenty of positive signs in the first half,
coming out and shooting
the ball beautifully from the
three-point line. The Black
Bears converted 46 percent of
their shots on 5-of-11 shooting, while playing lockdown
perimeter defense by limiting
the Huskies to a dismal 21
percent from beyond the arc
on 3-of-14 shooting. Maine
was also battling evenly with
UConn on the glass in the

team greatly with seven
assists. The season may be
young, but the Black Bears
look to have a promising
season ahead.
Boston College bests
Maine 55-48
In a tough road matchup, the University of Maine
women’s basketball team
fell to Boston College (BC)
55-48 on Sunday. With a
tied game heading into the
fourth quarter, the Black
Bears had a chance to steal
the win, but they were outplayed in the final minutes.
With the loss, the Black
Bears now stand at 1-1 on
the season, while Boston
rises to 2-0.
The Black Bears looked
out of character in the
matchup, going 18-55 on
their shot attempts, sinking shots only 33 percent
of the time. BC performed
better, going 19-47 while
getting points 40 percent
of the time. The biggest
disappointment for Maine
was their performance at
the three-point line, as they
went 5-26, only making 19
percent of their attempts.
In the first quarter,
Maine struggled to get
anything going offensively. After fourth-year forward Liz Wood hit an early three-pointer, the Black

Bears suffered a scoring
drought, going 1-10 on
three-point attempts. On
the other side, Boston
shined during three-point
shots, going a perfect 4-4.
The Black Bears only managed to put up seven points
the entire period, marking their worst quarter all
season. With nine points
from third-year guard Kelly Hughes, Boston grabbed
the 14-7 advantage.
The Black Bears picked
up the pace in the second quarter, with two early layups from third-year
guard Sigi Koizar and
fourth-year forward Bella
Swan. Maine managed to
tie the game up one minute
before halftime. But, with a
layup from third-year forward Emilee Daley, BC regained the 26-24 lead in the
final seconds of the half.
In the third quarter,
Maine looked like a completely new team. They
fought hard, and forced
three early lead changes before finally getting a seven
point lead midway through
the period, which represented their biggest advantage of the game. Despite
Maine’s rejuvenated offense, BC hung on, putting
up four free throws in the
final two minutes to tie the

game up 38-38 heading into
the final period.
Maine’s offensive woes
from the first quarter resurfaced as they allowed BC
to grab eight unanswered
points to start the fourth
period. Though Maine cut
Boston’s lead down to three
in the final minute, four free
throws by Hughes sealed
the 55-48 victory for Boston.
For the Black Bears,
Wood’s performance stood
out as a positive takeaway.
Her game-leading 14 points
and eight rebounds led the
team and helped Maine stay
competitive throughout the
match. Similarly, Koizar
put up a respectable 12
points along with four assists.
For BC, Hughes ended
the game with 13 points,
being their only player to
go over 10 points. Though
she only put up six points,
first-year guard Ella Awobajo’s nine rebounds led the
team and contributed greatly to the victory.
The Black Bears will get
two chances next week to
rebound from the loss, but
they won’t be easy as both
will be road games. Maine
travels to Minnesota on
Nov. 20 and then North Dakota State on Nov. 22.

The Black Bears struggled in their season debut.

Spencer Bergholtz
Staff Writer

first half, as they were out
rebounded just 18-13 despite
being undersized. Maine was
playing competitively, and
trailed only 42-30 at halftime.
Maine ran out of energy
and confidence in the second
half rather quickly, surrendering a 34-4 run to UConn
to open up the second half
which would ultimately put
the game away.
The Huskies shot an excellent 58 percent from the
field in the second half compared to the Black Bears 25
percent shooting, and outrebounded Maine 30-17,
allowing UConn to control
both the time of possession
and the flow of the game.
UConn had stellar play from
nearly their entire roster.
Fourth-year guard Sterling
Gibbs led the way for the
Huskies with 20 points on a
perfect seven-for-seven at the
charity stripe, along with four
assists and three rebounds.
Standing at 7-feet tall, thirdyear center Amida Brimah
was dominant on both ends
of the floor for UConn, especially under the glass. Brimah
totaled 18 points, seven rebounds and nine blocks in the

File Photo

post for UConn. His nine rejection performance was only
one shy of the all-time single
game record at UConn held
by Hasheem Thabeet, Emeka Okafor and Donyell Marshall. Fourth-year forward
Shonn Miller also had a big
night for the Huskies, contributing 17 points and 10 rebounds in the winning effort.
Fourth-year center Till Gloger
was the lone bright spot for
the Black Bears. Gloger led
the way for Maine, posting
17 points on 6-of-13 shooting
from the field, and grabbed a
team-leading six rebounds.
First-year standout Isaac
Vann was aggressive in his
regular season debut, but
not as effective as expected, scoring 10 points and
collecting five rebounds.
Vann got the majority of his
scoring from the foul line,
converting 6-of-8 from the
free throw line. Unfortunately, he shot a bleak 2-of-10
from the field and couldn’t
find any offensive rhythm
throughout
the
contest.
Maine looks to get back on
track when they travel to New
York to take on LIU Brooklyn, on Nov. 19 at 7 p.m.

Cross Country
competes at
NCAA qualifier
Connor Schneider
Contributor
The University of Maine
cross country team competed at the NCAA Qualifier at
Franklin Park in Boston on
Friday, Nov. 13. The men
completed the meet 15th
overall with a total time of
2:42.25. The women finished
in 36th place at 2:03.28 overall.
The men’s team was led
by third-year runner Jesse
Orach, who finished the race
in 47th place with a time
of 31:44. Third-year Levi
Frye followed at 32:09 in
71st, and then first-year Aaron Willingham at 32:25 in
92nd. Third-year runner Jacob Johns, fourth-year Derrek Schultz and third-year
Logan Moses were the final
three Maine runners, posting times of 32:51 in 116th,
33:16 in 148th and 33:47 in
183rd respectively. Of those
six runners, Orach, Frye and
Willingham all managed to
place within the top 100 overall participants.
There were 37 total teams
who competed in the NCAA
Qualifier on Sunday, and
the Maine men’s 15th place
finish saw them top Boston
College, Boston University,
Vermont and the University
of New Hampshire, along
with many others. Syracuse

ultimately won the meet, with
their final time coming in at
2:33.13, and their first three
runners finishing first, second, and third overall.
The Maine women finished ahead of both St.
Bonaventure and Niagara,
with Providence finishing in
first for the women at 1:44.33.
Fourth-year runner Annabelle
Wilson finished first for the
Black Bears at 189th overall, crossing the finish line
at 23:57. First-year Haley
Lawrence finished 207th and
second for Maine at 24:16.
Second-year
Cassandra
Howard was Maine’s third
runner, finishing only six
seconds after Lawrence with
a complete time of 24:22,
and 213th in the race. Firstyear Hope Gardner clocked
in at 25:06, which was quick
enough to place fourth for
Maine and 242nd across the
board. Maine’s final entrant
was third-year runner Hannah
Stefl, who finished at 25:47,
and was the 250th runner at
the qualifier.
Overall, Maine put on a
strong performance, with
both the men’s and women’s
teams exhibiting their talents,
keeping the Black Bears competitive throughout the meet.
The NCAA cross country
championship meet is scheduled for Nov. 22, in Louisville, KY.
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Around the Conference

UPCOMING

GAMES
Thursday, November 19
Men’s Basketball
at LIU Brooklyn
7 p.m.
Friday, November 20

MEN’S HOCKEY SCORES
11/13

Boston University
Providence
Merrimack
Massachusetts
Connecticuit
Vermont
Maine
UMass Lowell
Northeastern
Notre Dame
Michigan State
Boston College

STANDINGS
1 11/14Providence

3

1

1

3

2

3

3

3

4

3
2

Boston University
New Hampshire
Merrimack

1

5

2

6

1

7

2

8

2

9

2

10

4

11

6

12

WOMAN’S HOCKEY SCORES
11/13

New Hampshire
Boston College
Northeastern
Merrimack
Providence
Vermont
11/14 Maine
Boston University
Merrimack
Northeastern
Boston College
New Hampshire

1
6

STANDINGS

Providence
Vermont

3

1

4

2

8

3

3

4

4

5

1

6

3

7

5

8

0

9

The Maine Black Bears
women’s hockey team began their three-game road
trip with a solid win versus
the Dartmouth College Big
Green, taking the road game
by a score of 4-1. Maine was
anchored with a two goal
performance by third-year
forward Audra Richards,
who had not scored since the
second game of the season.
Maine’s other two goals
came from second-year forward Catherine Tufts and
fourth-year and alternate
captain Eve Boissonneault.
Dartmouth second-year
forward Morgan Turner had
the lone goal for the Big
Green, her first of the season.
The Black Bears sat their
regular starting goaltender,
fifth-year Meghann Treacy,
starting third-year Mariah
Fujimagari for the first time
in the 2015-2016 season.
She came up big at times for
Maine,making some notable
saves through traffic to keep
the game close early.
Fujimagari finished with
26 saves, including 12 in the
first period when Maine was
outshot 12-4. Dartmouth did
outshoot Maine 27-16 in the
contest, but Fujimagari was
solid, earning her first win of
the season
Dartmouth started first-

Men’s Hockey
from B3

be 2-1, and then it’s 3-0 eight
seconds later,” Gendron said.
“When we made mistakes, they
burned us.”
A River Hawks defender
recovered the loose puck after
Brown’s misfire and headed up
ice, burning the Black Bears in

Boston College
Northeastern
Boston University
Maine
Vermont
New Hampshire
Providence
Connecticut
Merrimack

7-1-2
5-3-2
5-2-3
6-1-3
9-1-0
6-3-1
3-6-1
3-4-2
6-0-3
1-8-2
3-8-2
0-7-3

OVERALL
5-1
5-1
4-2
4-2
4-2

Men’s Ice Hockey
v.s. Vermont
7:30 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
at Minnesota
8 p.m.
Saturday, November 21
Men’s and Woman’s
Swimming
at URI Invitational
5 p.m.
Football
at New Hampshire
1 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
at Wager
2 p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey
v.s. Vermont
4 p.m.

3-3
3-3
2-4
2-4

6
3
0

Women’s hockey
downs Dartmouth,
swept by BU
Michael Schuman
Staff Writer

UMass Lowell
Boston University
Notre Dame
Merrimack
Boston College
Massachusetts
Vermont
New Hampshire
Providence
Northeastern
Connecticut
Maine

OVERALL

Men’s and Woman’s
Swimming
at URI Invitational
5 p.m.

Heise: A first-hand
account of women’s
baskeball’s first games

See W. Hockey on B6

The first road trip is always
something special. It puts a
smile on my face seeing the
freshmen embrace all the little
things such as the fancy hotel
rooms, the delicious breakfasts
and the new gyms.
Our first road trip took us
to Boston. After we finished
practice on Thursday we got
on to the bus with some Chipotle and a lot of excitement.
The regular season was only a
few hours away.
We arrived at Boston
around 11 p.m. and went
straight to bed, to get our eight
hours of sleep; Coach Mal
taught us well.
One of the best feelings is
waking up and realizing it is
game day. We started the day
with a delicious breakfast and
watched a film to be optimally
prepared for Harvard, our first
opponent in the regular season.
From our scouting reports
we knew that Harvard was a
really good team, with a lot of
freshmen that liked to shoot
the ball and crash the boards.
During shoot-around we
got a lot of shots up to get used
to the baskets and the balls.
Besides that, we also worked
on our own offense and went
over all the different adjustments we could make depending on how Harvard was going
to guard us.

After shoot-around we
went to the pregame meal,
which Bertucci’s, one of my
favorite Italian restaurants,
provided.
After every meal, we usually have a couple of hours of
free time before it’s go-time.
We use this time to catch up
on homework, read and take
naps. Whatever works to get
you ready for the game.
We arrived at the gym two
hours before the game started.
Each of us have our own little
pregame ritual. For me it is to
be the first person on the court.
There is something about being the first one out there that
helps me get my mind right for
the game.
The keys for the game were
rebounding, communication
on the screens and defensive
discipline. We have worked a
lot on defense lately and we
were determined to take a step
forward in this game against
Harvard.
We had a solid start, and
after the first quarter the score
was 11-10. We started off the
second quarter with a lot more
energy and used a 12-0 run to
finish the first half with 31-19.
During halftime, Coach
Barron usually tells us what
went well and what we have
to work on. He pointed out
that we did a good job on the
boards, but that we had to do a
better job in our zone defense.
We started into the third

quarter with scoring seven
points straight, which gave us
a lead of 16. Harvard wouldn’t
be Harvard if they didn’t fight
their hardest to get back into
the game. They cut our lead
down to seven, but we were
able to get it back to double-figures and secure a 64-53
victory. 1-0 Baby!
The best thing about this
win was that it was a team
effort. We had Sigi Koizar,
Mikaela Gustafsson and Chantel Charles all score in double-figures. Liz Wood filled
the stat line with seven assists
to go along with five points, six
boards and four steals, while
Lauren Bodine got us all going with her energy and hustle
plays.
After the game we went
back to the hotel. We were going to play Boston College on
Sunday, which meant that fortunately we could stay in the
same hotel.
Saturday was reserved for
reviewing Harvard’s game and
getting ready for our next opponent. We had lunch at The
Cheesecake Factory, which is
always a highlight on trips to
Boston. After that we went to
support our women’s hockey team. They played Boston
University, which was only a
few minutes away from our
hotel. Unfortunately, our support didn’t help them get the
win, but I am sure they’ll get
the next one!

McGovern was replaced
by third-year goaltender Matt
Morris after the Chapie goal.
The second period wasn’t
much prettier for the Black
Bears, though they only gave
up one goal. Gambardella
saved a clearing attempt in the
offensive end, waiting for his
team to change lines and return into the zone. Gambardella
made a pass to fourth-year wing

Ryan McGrath in the slot, who
toe-dragged and chipped a puck
across the crease to second-year
forward Gage Hough, connecting with the puck into a wide
open net for a 5-0 advantage.
Maine found the back of the
net in the middle period, but the
goal was waved off by an early
whistle that ended play while
members from both teams
wrestled in front of the UMass

Lowell net.
Louria scored his second
goal of the night when he sent
a wrist shot off a faceoff in the
third period that deflected off
Morris’ shoulder into the back
of the net, rounding out the River Hawks scoring on the night.
“We’re happy to leave here
with points. I think we were
the beneficiary of loose pucks
tonight. If it wasn’t for bad

luck, [Maine] would have no
luck at all,” River Hawks Head
Coach Norm Bazin said after
the game.
With the loss, McGovern moves to 0-6-2 in net for
Maine, while Boyle improves
to 8-1-2 in the crease for the
River Hawks. UMass Lowell
moves to 8-1-2 on the season
and 4-0-2 in conference action.

year netminder Christie Honor, who did not have a strong
performance in net. She allowed goals from very poor
shooting angles, and only
made 12 saves. Maine was
able to notch four goals on
only 16 shots.
Neither team could capitalize on the power play,
Maine going 0-2 and Dartmouth going 0-3. The Big
Green had two main advantages when the game
was tied or within one goal,
but the Maine defense held
strong and kept them off the
board.
Maine would get on the
board first at the very end of
the first period, when Tufts
moved around the defense
on the far boards in the offensive zone.
After the move, she was
able to skate in on goal and
get a shot off. Honor was not
square to the shot, and the
puck slipped right between
her glove arm and the goalpost. Maine would take the
1-0 with just 51 seconds remaining in the period.
The Black Bears would
go up 2-0 just 2:32 into the
second period when Richards scored her first of the
night.
Second-year defenseman
Mikayla Rogers was able to
skate the puck to her blue
line before holding and finding Richards striking through

the neutral zone uncovered.
Richards used her speed to
create a breakaway chance,
and she quickly put the puck
into the net, going top shelf
over the glove of Honor who
thought she was going low.
Dartmouth would cut the
Maine lead to one just under
three minutes later, when
Turner notched her first of
the season.
After a shot was taken
from the dot by third-year
forward Kennedy Ottenbreit, it was blocked by the defense and the puck sat in the
slot. Turner was the next to
touch the puck, and she slid
the rebound into the net past
Fujimagari, who had not recovered from the first shot.
The Big Green would be
within one goal for most of
the period, but Maine would
put the game out of reach
with two goals in the third.
The first came from Boissonneault, who carried the
puck from her own defensive
zone all the way to the hash
marks on the far side of the
offensive zone.
Since most of her linemates went off for a change,
she was in all alone and decided to throw the puck in
on net. The puck beat Honor
over her stick side shoulder
from another odd angle, giving Maine the 3-1 lead.

transition. Third-year defender
Dylan Zink sent the puck back
to second-year defender C.J.
Smith who was uncovered at
the point, and sent a sniping
slap shot to the top right corner
of the net for a 3-0 River Hawks
lead.
Fourth-year right winger
Adam Chapie added the final
goal of the period for UMass
Lowell.

Anna Heise
Staff Writer
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What has happened to Maine hockey?
Michael Schuman
Staff Writer
As difficult as it is to concede, the University of Maine
hockey program is not what
it used to be. After beginning
the season with three ties
to very good teams, things
were looking up for the Black
Bears. But, seven straight
losses have put the program in
the hot seat.
After enjoying the success from the early ’90s to the
start of the new millennium,
the program has seen some
changes in personnel, as well
as economic factors that have
strapped the program.
After becoming a fledgling program in 1977, Maine
struggled to get on the map
in the ECAC. Shortly after
moving to Division I, legendary Coach Shawn Walsh took
over.
That was in 1984, and after two losing seasons. Maine
went 23-57-2 in Walsh’s first
two seasons, but all the while,
Walsh’s program was recruiting top players from all over
the world. With this, they
would eventually be able to
build a championship caliber
team.
The success began in the
late 1980s, when Maine be-
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Richards would add her
second tally, and final goal of
the game, skating the puck
into the offensive zone while
both teams were taking line
changes, and like Boissonneault, decided to just throw
the puck in on net.
Honor might have been
screened by one of her own
defenseman, but Richards’
shot floated in and beat the
goalie high to the stick side.

gan to make Hockey East and
NCAA tournament appearances.
Maine first appeared in the
NCAA tournament in 1986,
losing to Michigan State in
the first round. The first conference tournament appearance for the Black Bears came
in 1988, when they beat Boston College 5-4.
The ‘90s were a time full
of glory for the Black Bears,
as they hauled in two national championships and two
Hockey East Championships.
Not only did Walsh create
a winning culture at Maine,
he also had hands in all aspects of Maine hockey. He
was involved with recruiting
the right players and coaching them to meet the team’s
needs. He also was able to get
the best coaching staff to develop the players.
Walsh was also engaged
with the fans. He would jump
on the dining hall tables and
encourage students to go to
games, and the now-famous
“Maine-iak” shirt and section
were his ideas.
The program lost Walsh to
a rare form of kidney cancer
in September 2001.
With the program reeling
from the loss of Walsh, Tim
Whitehead took over. White-

head enjoyed many years of
success, going to the national championship game in his
first season, but losing to Minnesota in overtime.
Maine’s troubles began in
2008, after the program’s last
Frozen Four appearance in
2007. The team had to rebuild
and regroup, and did not see
the kind of success they were
used to seeing in decades past.
Maine would eventually make their most recent
NCAA tournament appearance in 2012, losing to Minnesota-Duluth at home in the
first round.
Maine needed a change
after the drought, and fired
Whitehead in 2013, paving
the way for an old Maine assistant coach, Dennis “Red”
Gendron to be named head
coach.
Gendron was able to secure a winning record in his
inaugural season, going 1615-4 (9-8-3 HE). The Black
Bears would make it to the
Hockey East Quarterfinals,
but would lose to Providence
College.
In the 2014-2015 season,
Maine would slip lower in the
standings, posting a 14-22-3
(8-12-2 HE) record and losing
again in the Quarterfinals, this
time to Vermont.

So what has happened to
this powerhouse team? Maine
was once the poster child for
Hockey East, representing
the best of the elite in NCAA
hockey. Now they cannot even
secure enough out of conference games to avoid playing
non-conference games with
Hockey East opponents.
The answer lies in the
money.
Walsh was able to be involved with all aspects of
Maine hockey, and he succeeded in part because of
the financial support of the
university. Gendron has the
hockey resume to be just as
successful as Walsh was, as
he was one of the assistants
under Walsh on the ’93 championship team.
What Gendron lacks is an
athletic department that has
the financial resources to back
a successful hockey program.
Maine hockey can no longer
afford to go on lengthy recruiting trips or renovate their
old facilities.
The University itself is
facing a $7 million budget gap
this fiscal year, and that is expected to grow to $7.2 million
next year. Money is already
tight across the board.
If the hockey program is
to succeed, the administration

needs to realize that success
will come by finding ways
to pay for recruiting trips and
renovations.
It is hard enough to get recruits to visit Maine for hockey, but once they are here, the
need to be impressed with the
quality of the facilities as well
as the people on the team.
That, paired with the best atmosphere in college hockey,
is a winning combination.
The problem is it has not
happened.
Many of the recruits that
would have agreed to come
play at Maine 10 years ago
are now going to Boston College, Boston University, Providence and even schools like
Merrimack. Those schools
have nice new facilities and
a winning culture that is very
appealing to young players.
Maine can only develop
that winning culture if they
can secure the right players
for Gendron’s system. Not
only the right players, but the
best players.
Not all of the blame is to
be placed on the department,
although the financial side of
things is a major contributor
to the program’s struggles.
The coaching staff has not
been entirely effective in the
last few years.

Instead of seeing improvement between the first and
second seasons, things got
worse for the Black Bears
squad. Gendron and the
coaching staff are running out
of time to make an impression
with the school, and another
losing season might end in
someone losing their job.
If that is the case, Gendron will likely get to stay, as
the University has him under
contract until the 2016-2017
season. It is more likely that
some assistant coaches will be
shuffled around.
At this point, there can be
no predictions or speculations
made about the future of the
program. All that is known is
that this team needs to start
winning if this situation is going to be resolved.
More winning equals more
ticket sales, which translates
into excess money to be funneled back into the program.
After that, Maine can renovate its facilities and make
the school more appealing for
players.
This is a hard cycle to
break, considering every element is intertwined with the
others, and not a good situation for a program that is teetering on the financial knife’s
edge.

BU tops Maine 5-3
The University of Maine
Black Bears women’s hockey team traveled to Boston
on Saturday night to take
on the Boston University
(BU) Terriers, and dropped
the contest 5-3. It was a
very well balanced, backand-forth battle and the two
teams were knotted in a tie
multiple times throughout
the course of the game.
It was the Terriers who
opened up the scoring quickly as fourth-year forward
Sarah Lefort scored under

a minute into the game to
put BU up 1-0. Maine responded 14 minutes later
on the power play thanks to
first-year defenseman Alyson Matteau. Matteau’s goal
was assisted by second-year
forward Catherine Tufts and
first-year defenseman Cassidy Herman. Unfortunately,
the Terriers regained the lead
in the last minute of play on
an unassisted goal from second-year forward Victoria
Bach.
Maine came out firing in
the second period, scoring

the first two goals of the period and grabbing the lead
for a short amount of time.
Tufts evened the game up at
2-2 for the Black Bears on a
power play goal coming off
a double assist from fourthyear forward Audra Richards
and second-year forward
Brooke Stacey. Tufts goal
was followed up by first-year
defenseman Carolyn Menges goal five minutes later to
give Maine the lead 3-2. At
the end of the second period
the Terriers answered the call
and tied the game up at 3-3
coming off Lefort’s second
goal of the game.
The Black Bears couldn’t
get anything done and were
shutout in the final stanza
while allowing two goals,
both of them to Terrier’s
third-year forward Maddie
Elia. Elia scored her first
goal of the period 11 minutes
into it, her goal was assisted
by fourth-year forward Rebecca Russo and second-year
forward Rebecca Leslie. Elia
put the game away for BU at
5-3 with her second goal on
an empty-netter in the last
minute of the contest.
Fourth-year
netminder
Meghann Treacy stopped 28
of 32 shots for Maine. Treacy played well for the Black
Bears but was outshined by
Terriers third-year goalie
Victoria Hanson who turned
aside 30 of 33 shots on the
evening and propelled BU to
victory.
Terriers complete sweep
in 3-2 victory
The Black Bears would
lose the second game of their
weekend series with BU after an all out battle saw the
Terriers skate to a 3-2 win.
The Terriers were led
offensively by first-year

forward Sammy Davis and
fourth-year forward Dakota
Woodworth, who had two
points each in the game.
BU would score a goal in
every period, the first coming
from Woodworth. Third-year
forward Samantha Sutherland scored the lone goal
of the second period, and
fourth-year forward Sarah
Lefort scored on the power
play in the third.
Maine second-year forward Victoria Hummel had
two assists during the game,
but the team’s goal scorers
came through for the Black
Bears.
Second-year
forward
Brooke Stacey and fourthyear forward Audra Richards
scored both of Maine’s goals
in the third period.
Overall, Maine was outshot 44-31, including a monumental mismatch in the
second, where the Terriers
outshot the Black Bears 178.
Each team would be presented with multiple power play opportunities. The
Black Bears could not muster any offense on the man
advantage, going 0-2. The
Terriers and Lefort would
score on one of their four attempts.
Both goaltenders had impressive games, keeping the
game close. BU second-year
goaltender Erin O’Neil made
29 saves and earned the win,
her fifth win of the year.
Maine’s fifth-year goaltender Meghann Treacy
made 41 saves and took the
loss.
The Terriers would score
two unanswered goals to begin the game, the first coming at the 13:09 mark in the
first period.

After gaining the zone,
Woodworth was able to get a
shot off that beat Treacy for
Woodworth, it was her first
goal of the season.
The Black Bears had a
power play opportunity early in the second period, but
were unable to cash in.
The Terriers would cash in
just three minutes later when
Sutherland would score to
make the lead 2-0 BU. They
would take that lead into the
second intermission.
The Black Bear offense
came to life, scoring twice
in the third. Their first goal
came just over three minutes
into the period, when Stacey
was able to beat O’Neil to
get the Maine on the board.
The game would remain
2-1 until the 9:30 mark,
when Lefort would score
her fourth of the season on
the power play after Maine
first-year defenseman Cassidy Herman got called for
holding.
Maine would climb back
to within a goal at the 13:44
mark in the third period,
when Richards would beat
O’Neil to make the score
3-2.
The BU defense would
hold, and the Terriers would
go on to get their third win in
five games.
After the weekend, Maine
falls to 6-8-0 (3-5-0 WHEA)
and is tied for fourth in the
conference with Vermont
with six points. BU improves
to 8-6-0 (6-3-0 WHEA) and
is tied for second with Northeastern with 12 points in
conference.
Maine will return to the
Alfond for their next game
on Nov. 22 versus the University of Connecticut. Puck
drops at 2 p.m.
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